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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the feasibility of implementing small hydro as an

alternative energy source in Manitoba. An alternative resource is sought to serve
consumers in an environmentally and economically acceptable manner. Small
hydro uses run-of{he-river concepts with kinetic turbine technologies; it does not
allow water retention exceeding twenty four hours. This thesis examines small
hydro according to the subjects of turbine technologies, flow management, site
selection and economic analysis. Current reaction turbines and new off-the-shelf
kinetic turbine designs may be used in conjunction with methodologies for
increasing flow rates to produce a reasonable amount of power in an
environmentally acceptable manner. Undeveloped small hydro sites exist in
northern Manitoba where communities are currently served by costly diesel

generation, and in more southern locations with transmission and road access.
An economic analysis of small hydro requires a community survey, a cost-benefit
analysis, and comparisons with other technologies. Conclusions indicate that

small hydro is potentially viable in Manitoba and warrants a more detailed
feasibility study.
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose
This thesis evaluates the feasibility of the implementation of small hydro in

Manitoba. Table 1 .1 indicates the classifications of hydro as referenced in this
thesis.

Table 1.1: Hydro Definitions
Classification

Large Hydro

Small Hydro

Low Head
Hiqh Head
Conventional
NonConventional

Turbines
Employed

Power
Output

Storage
Capacity

Reaction
lmpulse
Reaction
Tidal
Kinetic

>50MW
>50MW
<10MW
S5MW
<1MW

Unlimited
Unlimited
< 24 hours
None
None

As demonstrated in Table 1.1, small hydro, (defined by Manitoba Hydro as
1 to 50 MW), may be classified as a hydro project produc¡ng less than 50 MW;

however, a more detailed distinction is warranted. Run-of-the river hydro
projects store water for less than 24 hours creating a design that may be used for
large or small hydro. The majority of small hydro facilities are run-of-the-river;
however the application of non-conventional technologies, including tidal and
kinetic turbines, produces power without the utilization of any water storage. The

development of non-conventional turbines is on-going and therefore the 5 and
1 MW classifications are approximations.

The completed research considers small hydro due to its potential for
providing generation capacity, offsetting diesel fuel costs by serving remote

communities, as well as requiring minimal infrastructure, resulting in reduced
environmental impacts and costs. Potential economic benefits such as
independent power producers (lPP) may occur as an indirect result of small

hydro. The proposed small hydro is examined in reference to turbine
technologies, river infrastructure, site selection and economics.

1.2

Problem
Current turbine designs require head and concrete dams, which can be

costly and cause unfavourable environmental effects. lt is desired to implement
technologies which use run-of-the river concepts, thereby reducing costs and
environmental impacts. Furthermore, small hydro is examined as an alternative
energy resource with the potential for increasing capacity and/or replacing more
costly energy sources.

1.3

Scope

The Background of the thesis provides a brief history of hydropower and
distinguishes between large hydro and small hydro technologies to be

researched. The Problem and Criteria Definition section discusses the problems
associated with large and small hydro, as well as the aspects of small hydro to
be examined. The chapters entitled Turbine Technologies, Flow Management,

Site Selection and Economic Analysis provide a detailed analysis of potential
small hydro implementation in Manitoba, and lead to Conclusions and
Recommendations.

Since non-conventional small hydro technologies are continually being
developed, the lnternet became an important source for current information, in
addition to journal articles and papers. The research examines the feasibility of

implementing a new small hydro facility and therefore the issues associated with
refurbishment or uses of existing civil structures have not been discussed. The
major goal of this project is to assess the feasibility of establishing a small hydro
installation, and therefore issues associated with grid connection and

transmission, and controls were considered outside the scope of the research.

2.

BACKGROUND

ln today's world, the production of electricity and its usage has become
necessary for our everyday living and needs; power production is directly linked

to our standard of living. lt is necessary to produce electricity in the most
economic and environmentally benign fashion. Manitoba currently uses
conventional large hydro to produce electricity, thus depending on a renewable

resource. However, it is desired to seek new and novel developments in this
industry, thus improving Manitoba's energy supply. Table 2.1 summarizes the
capacity and cost of electricity produced from a sample of renewable resources
in Canada.

Table 2.1: Electricity from Renewable Sources,2002
Adapted from [39]

Technology

lnstalled
Capacity in
Canada (MW)

Capital Cost

Cost of Energy

($/kw¡

($/kwh)

000-2000

0.03 - 0.08

1 500

1500-5000

0.04 - 0.10

Tidal

20

High

0.08 - 0.20

Wind

230

1 000-4000

0.05 - 0.20

10

5 000 - 20 000

0.35 - 1.50

Large Hydro

67 000

Small Hydro

Photovoltaic

'1

As demonstrated in Table 2.1, hydro provides a significant contribution to
electricity produced from renewable sources, and is done so with the lowest cost
as compared to tidal, wind and photovoltaic power.
Over the past century, the production of hydroelectricity has progressed

through many developments leading to distinct classifications of hydro turbines
and their applications. Large hydro is still present, but when civil structures are

removed, (completely or partially), and the scale of production is reduced, the
operation may be referred to as small hydro.

2.1

A Brief History of Hydropower
The production of hydropower begins with the simple concept of capturing

energy resulting from water and gravity. Today there are two general
classifications of conventional turbines: impulse and reaction. lmpulse turbines
operate on the principle of momentum where a jet of water strikes a series of

blades. Reaction turbines use both pressure and velocity forces from water to
produce torque, which is then used to produce electrical or mechanical energy.

The development of impulse turbines began with the Pelton turbine, which
has a design based on the same basic principles as the watenruheel. Further
developments lead to the Turgo turbine, and finally the cross-flow turbine. Dant
Banki designed a specific cross-flow turbine

in 1917.

Reaction turbines depend on pressure forces in addition to water

momentum. Unlike the impulse turbine, the runner for a reaction turbine
operates within a water-filled casing, and the water exits through a draft tube

below the runner. The propeller turbine, which has a Kaplan variant, was being

developed at approximately the same time as the Pelton turbine. Another
common reaction turbine is the Francis turbine.
Today, there exist various other impulse and reaction turbine designs, all
of which are variations of the basic designs discussed previously and may be
applied for conventional hydro. ln addition, new non-conventional turbine

developments for wind, tidal and small hydro applications are progressing.
Potentially successful technologies applicable to non-conventional small hydro
include tidal and kinetic turbines.

2.2

Large Hydro
To distinguish between large hydro and small hydro technologies being

researched, it is helpful to make comparisons between three separate aspects of
the hydro plants. The components of a hydro-electric facility, which include civil
structure requirements in addition to the turbine, vary. The output and
applications of the hydro plant are also distinguishing features.

2.2.1

Components
To describe the components of a conventional hydro plant, one

begins with the intake method used. A concrete dam or weir may be used

to divert water in a desired manner. Water is collected in a tank known as
the forebay, before being transferred to the turbine in a tube known as

penstock. Such applications require a spillway to permit overflow of water,
if required, and is independent of the draft tube. A shaft connects the

turbine to the generator for the production of electricity. A typical hydro

plant is pictured in Figure 2.1 .

transforrner
pûwer
hot¡se

Figure 2.1 : Typical Components of a Hydro Plant [26]

2.2.2

Output
The output of a large hydro plant is usually at least 50 MW.

However, since the general accepted classification of small hydro is less

than 10 MW, a hydro plant with a capacity of at least 25 MW may be
considered large hydro.

2.2.3 Applications
The use of concrete dams and parent foundation material such as
rock, to create an artificial lake, will create a reliable power supply as well

as irrigation and flood control benefits. However, the construction of dams

has the potential consequence of flooding land that was possibly feftile
and displacing communities [6].

2.3

Small Hydro

2.3.1 Components
A small hydro plant utilizing run-of-the river concepts minimizes civil
structures thereby having small or no dam or water storage. "The civil

works purely serve the function of regulating the level of the water at the
intake to the hydro-plant" [43]. A small hydro plant employing
conventional turbine technologies may use some or all of the components

of a large hydro plant. Non-conventional small hydro does not utilize
water storage. A tidal or kinetic turbine does not require any structure
other than that to mount the turbine.

2.3.2 Output
Many sources agree that an internationally accepted output range
limit for small hydro does not exist. Sources indicate 25 MW as a

maximum, as it is in China, or simply 10 MW [a3]. The lnternational
Electrotechnical Commission Standard IEC 1116 recognizes small hydro

"for installations with units having power outputs less that 5 MW and
turbines with nominal runner diameters less than 3 m" [25]. Consistent
reports indicate the term mini hydro applies to outputs in the 500 kW to

2 MW range, while micro refers to hydro with less than 500 kW output
Í431, [25]. A more general definition offers small hydro as "defined as unit

s¡zes from 100 kW up to 5 000 kW for a range of net heads from 3 to 50 m

(10 to 165 ft)" [50].

2.3.3 Applications
Small hydro provides an acceptable energy production solution for
remote communities, developing countries and other situations where

large hydro is already developed but small hydro sites may remain
available, or where non-conventional small hydro is more environmentally
and economically acceptable than conventional hydro.

3.
3.1

PROBLEM AND CRITERIA DEFINITION

Problems with Large Hydro

Large hydro uses conventional turbine designs which require head and
civil structures such as concrete dams. Construction of dams and the presence
of head have the potential for high costs and environmental impacts.

Environmental impacts may include the displacement of local communities and
the vegetation and animal habitat changes caused by the flooding of large land

areas. Fish survival and migration are also issues to be considered.

3.2

Problems with Small Hydro

Cost is an issue with small hydro. Table 2.1 indicates the capital and
energy costs associated with conventional small hydro are both greater than that

of large hydro. Current energy costs for tidal power are as high as $0.20 /kwh.
Therefore, even if tidal turbines are successfully applied to small hydro they
cannot compete with the upper range energy cost of $0.10 /kwh for conventional

small hydro. Cost information for non-conventional small hydro technologies
such as kinetic turbines, is not readily available.
Problems with small hydro are that many applicable technologies are still
being developed. Technologies appropriate for small hydro implementation in

Manitoba need to be identified. Non-conventional technologies are relatively
new, with few case studies and completed projects available to demonstrate non-

conventional small hydro's potential success and feasibility. A further

l0

disadvantage of small hydro is the river flow varies with seasons destabilizing the
amount of firm energy that can be produced. Small hydro is a site-specific
technology, thus creating difficulties for producing general conclusions without
considering a particular site. The identification of these problems is important,
however one must consider whether these problems are associated with the
production of hydro electricíty in general, or if they relate to both or either

conventional or non-conventional small hydro specifically.

3.3

Evaluation Criteria
The following aspects of small hydro are examined to evaluate the

feasibility of implementing small hydro in Manitoba.

3.3.1 Turbine Technologies
A review and evaluation of turbine technologies is required to
identify those which are applicable to small hydro and are parlicularly
suited for large flow and small head, which is characteristic of many rivers

in Manitoba. lnformation regarding small hydro (1 to 50 MW) which
captures energy from rivers using run-of-the river concepts is sought.
Hydraulic equipment requires sufficient cross sectional ärea for low head

with high flow applications. Many non-conventional turbine designs are
intended for tidal flow, where the velocity rarely exceeds 1.5 m/s, (5 fUs).
Since flow in Manitoba's rivers can exceed this, and thereby produce more

power, it is necessary to research turbine technologies which can tolerate
such high flow velocities.

11

3.3.2

Flow Management
It is necessary to research and examine various methods to

increase the flow rates of rivers. Since power is proportional to the

velocity cubed, an increase in flow velocity will cause a significant
increase in power density across the same flow cross section. Flows with
significant velocities contain a large amount of energy without the
requirement of substantial head. Kinetic versus potential energy are
equivalent from an availability standpoint. Conventional methodologies

that can increase the flow velocity, such as small structures, penstocks,
enclosures and diversions (weirs) must be examined. Furthermore, the
environmental impacts of these structures must be identified.

3.3.3 Site Selection
ln order to implement small hydro in Manitoba, a potential hydro
site must be identified. Rivers in southern Manitoba have flow rates,
which could be applicable to small hydro. Northern Manitoba rivers have
even more potential with their high flow rates, but their remoteness
creates economic concerns. The nature of flow in the river, as well as
participation of communities near the hydro site must also be considered

for site selection.

3.3.4 Economic Analysis
Economic requirements for the successful implementation of small
hydro must be examined. Construction, installation, and maintenance

costs are affected by turbine and site selection. Costs to be considered as

12

well as analysis techniques must be identified to begin analyzing the
economics of small hydro.

13

4.
4.1

TURBINE TECHNOLOGIES

lntroduction

A hydraulic turbine produces energy, or power, which varies with the
amount of water and head available. Head is defined as the difference in water
elevations between the intake and discharge points of the power plant. The
general action completed by a turbine is the flow of water over a runner, which is
connected to a shaft to produce power. There are various types of turbines, and
important factors such as available head should be taken into consideration

when selecting the appropriate turbine. ln addition, the turbine is usually
attached to a generator and resulting revolutions per minute must also be

considered. When characteristics such as discharge and head are known, the
horsepower output capability of the turbine may be determined. Other important
factors include turbine efficiency, water velocity, and structure requirements to
permit the installation of the turbine.

As defined previously, (Table 1.1), turbine designs may be separated into
conventional and non-conventional categories. There are two general types of
conventional turbines

-

impulse and reaction. Within each category or type are

specific turbines with various capabilities and requirements. Tidal and kinetic

turbines are classified as non-conventional. A non-conventional turbine is
considered kinetic if its power output depends only on the following equation.

14

P

=lrìrv'
2

n=

lØv,n)v,

P=1oAV3
2'
Where

¡

=poweroutput

z

= mass flow rate

p

= fluid density

I

= cross sectional area of turbine, and

V = fluid stream velocity
The difference between an impulse or reaction turbine, and a kinetic
turbine can be explained using the Bernoulli equation for the energy of steady,
incompressible, frictionless fluid flow along a streamline, [18]:

,*

L*!

p29

=

constant

(+ z)

Where z = fluid elevation, which can = 0 if z = origin of coordinates

Vz
_=
29
p

p-

(fto*

velocity)z

2. acceleration due to gravity
pressure
density

=kineticenergy

= energy caused by external pressure, (water head)

For an impulse or reaction turbine, head is high and the water head is the

dominant term. However, for a kinetic turbine with ultra-low head or free fluid
flows, kinetic energy becomes the dominant factor.
lnitial conclusions may lead one to believe that only reaction or kinetic
turbines should be considered for small hydro. The head for a small hydro plant

15

would most likely be too small for an impulse turbine, and the flow of a river is
faster than that of the ocean for which tidal turbines are designed. However, to
consider all applications and possibilities of small hydro, it is necessary to identify
all of the various turbines available and contrast their capabilities to determine
which may be adapted for small hydro development in Manitoba. Therefore, all
four turbine types (impulse, reaction, tidal, and kinetic) are researched. Two
additional non-conventional turbine designs were identified and included under
the category of new designs. For the purpose of selecting an "off-the-shelfl'
design, or perhaps for designing a new turbine, the important turbine
characteristics are identified. Since the turbine is an impoftant contributor to the
power capacity of the hydro plant, comparisons to wind and solar power are
presented in this chapter.

4.2

Turbine Characteristics
There are various characteristics used to identify the factors affecting the

operation and output of the turbine. The following presents some basic fluid
dynamics and theory of turbines.

4.2.1

Euler Turbine Equation

An important governing equation, the Euler turbine equation,
considers the torque on a turbomachinery rotor and determines the

specific energy transferred by the runner. To present this equation as
outlined by R.l. Lewis [30], one must visualize meridional flow through a
rotor and flow through a streamtube along the surface of revolution

'16

mapped out by the meridional streamline Vo, as pictured in Figures

al

@)

and (b), respectively.

+

Figure 4.1 (a): Meridional Flow through a Turbomachine
(b): Flow along a Surface through a Streamtube [30]
The fact that the flow is meridional means that the flow is

axisymmetric. The Euler turbine equation

E=hot-hoz=Urcr,-Urc*
E

=(p^ - p,)l

p:uf et -urc,

is:

for compressible flow

(+ za)

for incompressible flow

(+.tn)

Where subscripts 1 and 2 denote inlet and outlet, respectively

E

= specific energy

ho

= slagnation specific

(J =

r{l

l*' I tt I

= blade speed

enthalp

l.ltl,

y l*' I tt l

where Ç) = rotor angular vetocity þ-'J

c, = tangential veloc,tV fultl
po = stagnation pres sure

p

= densiW

lU f n

']

Wlr'l
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4.2.2 Reaction, R, for a Stage
A stage consists of a stationary blade row, usually referred to as
the stator, and a moving blade row, the rotor. A turbine may consist of a
single stage or multi-stages; however a single stage configuration is most
common for hydro applications. The reaction, R, for an axial turbine may
be defined as.

D

pressure drop across rolor
pressu.re drop across slage

çr.-t,,

For a Pelton turbine, (an impulse turbine), pressure drop occurs onry
across the stationary components and not the rotor, making its R = 0 . For
reaction turbines some pressure drop does occur across the rotor as well
as the stator. Typical values include R=90o/o for a Kaplan turbine,
R=75%o for a Francis turbine, and R = 50%o for a pump turbine [12].

4.2.3

Power

An important factor is the amount of power available which varies
with water flow and head:
P=

Where P

psQH

- power output measured in watts [W]

p

= density [kg/m3]

g

= acceleration due to gravity [m/s2]

0 = volumetric
-É1

(+ s)

flow rate [m3/s]

= pressure head across turbine [m]
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The above power represents the total power available and may be
referred to as the gross power.
The net power considers losses by taking into account the turbine's
efficiency:
P

Where

4.2.4

ry =

=rlp7gH

(+ s)

turbine's hydraulic efficiency

Efficiency
Drtina and Sallaberger [12] define overall efficiency, 7o, as "the

ratio of the power delivered to the shaft to that available in the water

entering the turbine."
TA

"'=fu
Where

ryo

(+'t)

= overall efficiency þl or [%]

Z = torque, [N-m]
Typical efficiency curves are recognized for various turbines and
presented in Figure 4.2.
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Pelton

Flow as a prcportion of design flow
Figure 4.2: Paft-Flow Efficiencies [43]
Some analyses may divide efficiency into three parts [13]:
Volumetric efficiency

: water actins on the turbine blades
water entering turbine casing

Hydraulic fficiency =

power input to turbine shaft
power input to turbine blades

Mechanical fficiency =

4.2.5

(+.S)

(q g)

power transmitted through turbine shaft
(+ ro)
power transntilted through generator

Duty Coefficients
Two duty parameters result from dimensional analysis [30]. They

are the flow coefficient, (>, and the head coefficient, Y

.

Alternative

sources, [12], use a circumferential blade speed, C:
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Where D = characteristic length, maximum diameter

C = circumferential blade speed

4.2.6 Specific Speed
The specific speed, v,, is dimensionless and may be expressed in
terms of the duty parameters.

o
ottz @uz
=fE=
''
(rrrY=;t/'

(+'tl)

Specific speed may be used to classify and select turbines.

4.2.7 Turbine Selection and Design Criteria
Various criteria, some referring to the above parameters, may be
used in turbine design and are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 : Turbine Design Criteria, Adapted from l12l

Criteria

Options

Shaft orientation
Specific soeed
Operating head

- Horizontal axis or vertical axis
- Hiqh, medium or low
- High pressure 200 m < H < 2000 m
- Medium pressure 20 m < H < 200 m
- Low Dressure H < 20 m
- Single, variable stator vanes, e.g. Francis
- Double, variable runner and stator vanes, e.g.
Kaplan or variable needle stroke and variable

Type of
regulation

number of iets
Design concepts

- Single-stage or multistage
- Single-volute or double-volute
- Sinqle-iet or multi-iet
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Each turbine has a range of volume flow rates and corresponding
head values, which dictate its operating range. Figure 4.3 displays

operating regimes for a given flow, Q, and head, H.
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Figure 4.3: Turbine Runners and their Operating Regimes [12]
Figure 4.3 also displays the absolute power output for each turbine

category. Alternatively, specific speed in variation with head may also be
used for turbine selection as displayed in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4:Turbine Selection Diagram, Specific Speed vs. Head [12]
Figure 4.4 displays the impeller forms for various turbines. Also referring

to Figure 4.4, n, is the rotational speed, measured in revolutions per
minute. "ln general, the number of runner vanes or buckets decreases
with increasing specific speed"

4.3

Í121.

lmpulse Turbines
lmpulse turbines operate with the water remaining exposed to air, and

utilize jets of water to propel the turbine runner. Three common impulse turbines
are the Pelton, the Turgo and the cross-flow.
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4.3.1

Pelton Turbine

The Pelton turbine, also referred to as the Pelton wheel, was
invented by Lester Pelton during the '1870's. The Pelton turbine operates
using a wheel with buckets or spoon shaped blades. Water from a jet or
nozzle hits the edge of one or more of the blades, causing the water to

change its direction of motion by almost 180'and push the wheel around.
Pelton turbines may be designed with various numbers of nozzles,
however six is common, (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Pelton Turbine with Six Jets [12]
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Power output increases linearly with increasing the number of nozzles.

The operating speed for a Pelton turbine may have the range of 1000 to
3600 rpm [13]. The shaft for a Pelton turbine may be orientated either
horizontally or vertically.
Some energy is lost due to friction, but the efficiency is high. With

very high heads, greater than 50 m, and low flow rates, a Pelton turbine
may have an efficiency of 80%.

4.3.2 Turgo Turbine
Similar to the Pelton turbine, the Turgo turbine operates by water

jets striking a runner with efficiencies of B0% and operating speeds of
1000 to 3600 rpm [13]. However, in a Turgo turbine the jet is at an angle,
(usually 20"), and water hits along a specific plane of the runner thereby
only turning 145" as displayed in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Turgo Turbine [43]
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Water enters on one side of the runner and exits on the other thereby
decreasing the limiting flow rate for a Turgo turbine, as compared to
Pelton turbines. ln turn, the runner for a Turgo turbine could be smaller

than that of a Pelton turbine. More than one runner may be hit by the
water by a single water stream. The Turgo turbine is appropriate for
medium to high heads in the range of 30 to 300 m, and medium flow rates.

The shaft for a Turgo turbine may be orientated either horizontally or
vertically.

4.3.3

Cross-Flow Turbine

The cross-flow turbine has been developed by various contributors
and early theories were published in the early 19th century. The first
cross-flow turbine was a machine developed and patented by A.S. Michell
in '1903. Further research was completed by D. Banki from 1 912 to 1919,
with a machine identified as the Michell-Banki turbine patented in 1917.
Additional development introduced the Michell-Ossberger turbine which
was patented in 1933. A cross-flow turbine, presented inFigure 4.7,
consists of rectangular blades surrounding a runner.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-Flow Turbine [55]

Water strikes the rectangular blades, and then passes through the centre
of the runner to strike a blade once again, as it exits. lt is believed that the

majority of energy produced is generated as the water enters the turbine.
Cross-flow turbines are designed for flow rates similar to reaction turbines,

and heads in the range of '1.5 to B0 m. The efficiency of a cross-flow
turbine may reach B0%. The absence of high velocity water jets reduces
the need for special manufacturing allowing the Banki turbine to be
constructed "at home" with efficiencies as high as 60%. Due to the
important role of hydro pressures in the operation of the turbine, the crossflow turbine is an excellent transition to begin describing reaction turbines.

4.4

Reaction Turbines
Reaction turbines are well suited for high flow rates and low head

situations. Unlike impulse turbines, reaction turbines are completely submersed
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in water. The pressure forces turning the runner and the kinetic energy created
by the flowing water are important in the operation of a reaction turbine. The

important operating principle of a reaction turbine is that hydrodynamic lift forces
created by the water flow are used to propel the runner blades. A 'draft tube'

exists below the runners for the purpose of water discharge in all reaction
turbines.

4.4.1

Kaplan Turbine

A Kaplan turbine, pictured in Figure 4.8, is designed for axial flows
with large flow rates. lt is appropriate for low heads in the range of 15 to
50 meters.
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Figure 4.8: Kaplan Turbine [3'l]

The runner in a Kaplan turbine is surrounded by water within a

chamber. lts guide vanes and runner blades are adjustable.
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Manufacturers have created various types of Kaplan turbines with vertical
and horizontal versions.

4.4.1.1

Bulb Turbine

One variation of the Kaplan turbine is the bulb turbine. The

Kaplan and bulb turbines have similar runners. A bulb turbine has
its generator and blades located in a sealed "bulb" shaped unit

which sits directly in the river, as illustrated in Figure 4.9.

fie*emtsr

Figure 4.9: Bulb Turbine [42]
Bulb turbines are designed for low head and high flows.

Hitachi Hydro Turbines, pictured in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, are
intended for heads below 40 m and have an output range of 10 to
100 MW [22].
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Figure 4.10: Hitachi Bulb Turbine Model [22]

Figure 4.11. Hitachi Bulb Turbine [22]

The bulb turbine is appropriate for tidal applications, although
one disadvantage of the bulb turbine is the difliculty to pedorm
maintenance because water which surrounds the turbine must be

stopped. As demonstrated in Figure 4.3, the bulb turbine is a lowhead turbine, and may therefore be appropriate for small hydro.

4.4.1.2

Straflo Turbine

Another variation is the Straflo turbine (Figure 4.12) where
the generator is attached and surrounds the blades.
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Figure 4.12: Straflo Turbine [4G]

4.4.1.3

Tube Turbine

Alternatively, the tube turbine (Figure 4.13) is designed such

that the "penstock bends just before or after the brades, ailowing a
shaft connected to the blades to protrude outside the penstock and
connect to the generator" [13].
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Figure 4.13. Tubular Turbine [42]

A new variation of this turbine has been developed the
German company ossberger-Turbinenfabrik and is called an 's-

type'turbine [2]. The s-type turbine, applicable for small hydro, is
based on the Kaplan 'tubular turbine', but with the inlet redesigned

to have a horizontal rather than vertical orientation.

4.4.2

Francis Turbine

A Francis turbine (Figure 4.14) utilizes large radial flow and medium
flow rates, with a medium head range of 10 to 250 m.

2,)

Figure 4.14: Francis Turbine [26]
The design of a Francis turbine includes guide vanes which

surround the runner and control the water. A Francis turbine may exist in
a horizontal or vertical design orientation. Power outputs of 5000 kW are
appropriate for small hydro applications of the Francis turbine, although
larger developments are possible. The complex vane arrangement makes

for an efficient but costly turbine. When a comparison is made to Kaplan
turbines, the peak efficiency for a low head Francis turbine is greater by

1

to 1.5 percent [50].

4.4.3

Fixed-Blade Propeller Turbine
The design of a propeller type turbine is basically the attachment of

a propeller to penstock. The number of blades on the propeller may range
from three to six. Unlike a Kaplan turbine, the pitch angle of the rotor
blades cannot be altered, hence the name fixed-blade propeller. Swivel

gates or static blades located upstream of the propeller are used to
regulate water flow.

Tidal Power

4.5

Tidal power differs from conventional hydroelectricity in that water flows in
both directions, adding a new design constraint. Many generating systems only

generate power from the outgoing, (the ebb tide), or incoming tide, but two way
generation systems are possible. An ebb generating system, as pictured in
Figure 4.15, employs sluice gates to fill a tidal basin with the incoming tides and
exit with the outgoing tide, after passing through the turbine.
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Figure 4.15 Ebb Generating System with a Bulb Turbine l42l
Figure 4.16 dísplays tidal fences, which "completely block a channer,

forcing all of the water through them" [42].
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Figure 4.16: Tidal Fence[a2]

Turbines used in tidal power stations have included the bulb turbine, the
Straflo and the tubular turbine. However, new alternative designs, as presented
in the following, are coming forth.

4.5.1

Davis Turbine

The Davis turbine, a reaction turbine, was designed by Barry Davis,
using his previous engineering experience with the Avro Arrow supersonic

jet developed by the Canadian government and the D'Havilland Bras D'Or
400 naval destroyer developed by the Canadian navy. ln particular, the
design is based on Georges Derrieus' undeveloped 1927 pafent on a
vertical axis windmill. The company Nova Energy Ltd. developed three
prototypes before being renamed as Blue Energy Canada lnc. in 1997

tl el
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The turbine consists of four fixed hydrofoil blades which use the
principle of lift to move more quickly than the surrounding water. The
blades are connected to a rotor which is in turn connected to a gear box
and generator. All components are enclosed in a water tight casing for the
unit to be anchored to the ocean floor. The Davis turbine is designed for

slow ocean flows, but advancements are being attempted to make the
technology appropriate for river applications. The Davis turbine creates a
modular design, becoming the major component of the "Blue Energy
Power system." The system claims it is appricable for 200 MW to g000
MW sites in ocean applications and for s kw to 500 kw sites in rivers
[B].
For the "Blue Energy system," Blue Energy craims a tidal fence can be

created across a river where velocities are greater than 1.7s mls
(3.5 knots), to produce a peak power of 12 MW with the 10.5 meter
diameter turbines. The "Mid-Range" 250 kw unit, Figure 4.17, may be
applicable for the "Blue Energy Power System."

Figure 4.17: Computer Rendering of 250 kW Mid-Range Unit [g]
JO

The "Mid-Range" unit requires a depth of at least 10 meters and
can be used in tidal fences or individually where velocities exceed
1.75 mls. The "Mid-Range" unit would not be appropriate for smail hydro
in Manitoba at this time. lnitial information indicates this unit is actually a
floating unit which could lead to problems with ice. Furthermore, the
successful demonstration of a project where this design is applied for a
river should be completed. Current projects include a four kilometre tidal

fence for the Dalupiri ocean Power Plant in the Philippines and a 500 kw
demonstration project off the coast of British Columbia which employs two
floating 250 kw units. The results of these projects are not currenfly

available. lt appears that current applications of this technology are
leading towards the bridge or tidal fence concept which is not necessarily
appropriate for Manitoba.

An independent assessment of the hydro turbine was compreted by
H.N. Halvorson Consultants for the British Columbia government ín 1994,

[19]. The report concluded that while the tidal application turbine was
technologically sound and environmentally benign, more development was
required to make the technology cost effective.

4.5.2

Marine Current Turbines
Marine current Turbines, (MCT), introduced a new concept in tidal

power originally developed by the technical consultancy company lT

Power. MCT, based in the UK, is a "consoltium of companies with

a

common interest in developing tidal stream technology, including lT power
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Seacore, Bendalls Engineering and Corus UK (formerly British Steel)"

[16]. The design of a MCT, illustrated in Figure 4.18, is similar to that of a
wind turbine.
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Figure 4.18. Marine Current Turbine [42]
Marine current turbines require tide velocities of the order of

2to

2.5 m/s (4 to 5 knots) and water depths between 20 and 35 m [16].
Marine current turbines offer the advantages of a large renewable
resource with minimal environmental impact. The power produced

JÕ

depends on the tide, and is therefore predictable. A tidal current turbine
rated at 2 to 3 m/s in seawater can result in four times as much energy per
year per meter squared of rotor swept area, as a similarly rated power
wind turbine [7]. Although designed specifically for tidal applications, the
tidal turbine can be classified as a kinetic turbine since its output power
depends on Equation (+.t)
ln the process of using rotational energy, transforming it into

electrical power and transferring the power to land, all within a harsh
marine environment, various issues arise and must be examined for the

successful implementation of MCT. Structural problems such as a method
for anchoring the turbine and overcoming strong thrust forces exist.
Cavitation, which depends on velocity and pressure, is most likely to occur

when pressure is low and blade speed is high. Research must be
completed to ensure that cavitation does not occur or is minimized and

does not affect the normal operation of the blade. When considering
maintenance, safety and speed are imporlant, and climate conditions play

an important role. Divers or remotely operated vehicles are not an option
due to the storm-like environmental conditions surrounding the turbines in
a tidal setting. Maintenance must be considered during the design stages
of the turbine. Good quality design and the ability to raise the turbine unit
above the water can reduce maintenance frequency and improve
accessibility.

eo

The marine environment itself poses three issues to be addressed.
Firstly, marine growth can occur on blades and hinder operations.
However, this may not be a problem due to the high speed of the blades

causing any seaweed or other plants to break free. Secondly, any debris
can potentially cause damage, especially to blade tips. Thirdly, corrosion
must be prevented by sealing and protecting, (paint or galvanize), or
selecting corrosion resistant materials. Another solution is to manufacture
steel parts thicker in anticipation of corrosion losses.
Project work completed to date for MCT has been either theoretical
or for a small-scale application. Further projects are planned beginning

with a 300 kW demonstrator unit, followed by a twin rotor prototype
producing 700 to 800 kW, and finally a tidal farm producing 3 to 5 MW by
means of four twin rotor turbines. lt appears, that the tidal turbines may
developed commercially around 2005-06 [16]. One further application of a
MCT that could be considered in the future is the addition of a wind turbine

(located above the water) to the MCT's structure. lt should be noted that

for MCT application in Manitoba, issues associated with ice should.also be
considered, especially since a portion of the turbine's structure remains
exposed above the water.

4.5.3

Helical Turbine

The helical turbine, classified as a kinetic turbine, has a design
based on the Darrieus reaction turbine, patented in 1931. The helical
turbine, developed in 1994 - 1995, is designed for slow currents of 0.5 to
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1 m/s (1 to 2 knots) in free flow with low head. Similar to the D_arrieus

turbine, there is a shaft perpendicular to fluid flow and curved blades
complete the barrel shape. For a helical turbine, blades are in a helical
arrangement. This eliminates the pulsation due to rotation, which causes
blade failure in the Darrieus turbine. A double helix turbine is pictured in
Figure 4.19.

Fígure 4.1 9: Double-Helix Turbine with Electric Generator [17]
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Tests were successfully completed in 1996 on 15 cm (6 inch)

turbines with 2 to 3 blades and 21 cm (8.5 inch) turbines with 3 to 6
blades, as well as 0.6 m (2 ft) diameter helical turbines, [18]. Testing the
triple-helix turbine in 1997 demonstrated a stable efficiency of

approximately 35% for various water velocities, ranging from 0.6 to

2.4 mls (2 to

B

fus) [17]. Gorlov, [17], suggests the apprication of helical

turbines as "the key power modules" for ocean stream power farms.

4.6

Kinetic Turbines
Kinetic turbines are unique from conventionalturbines in their ability to

capture the kinetic energy of water flow, thus making them applicable for ultralow head applications, as an alternative to applying conventional turbines.

4.6.1

UEK Turbine

The US company UEK Corporation, in operation since 1gg1 ,
produces hydro kinetic turbines for tidal, ocean and river applications. The
Unden¡rater Electric Kite, (UEK) turbines are free flow turbines, applied

with site specific designs. Turbines are available in two configurations.
The single unit configuration, designed for river and tidal applications, may
have a 3, 10, or 22 foot diameter. The unit may be mounted at the bottom

with a structure attached, stand alone or connect to the utirity.
ln conjunction with Ontario Power Generation, UEK is testing 'Twin
turbines', (Figure 4.20).
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Figure 4.20: UEK 10 ft Twin Turbine [53]
"The small 3 ft. twin is designed for isolated posts such as

communication power sources at fire towers, hunting ground shelters,
mining exploration and military communication needs" [54]. "The 10 ft. is
designed for rural electrification in river setting for small agglomerations

where grid interconnection is prohibitive due to the economics of
distance" [5a]. The 10 ft. diameter twin does not require substantial civil
work for installation

.

A22 ft. diameter twin is being developed for ocean

current setting. Figure 4.21 displays the power output for the twin unit for
various velocities measured in knots.
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Figure 4.21: UEK Twin Configuration Turbine Power Output, Adapted from [54]
Referring to Figure 4.21, the power output for a single unit may be

determined by dividing the above output by two. lt should also be noted
the power above is that at the point of generation; delivered power would
be less due to transmission losses. President and CEO Phil¡ppe Vauthier
indicates that to make an installation cost competitive with other
conventional generating sources the best flow is 2.3 to 2.5 m/s (4.5 to
5 knots) [54].

The low impact UEK turbines are located beneath the water's
surface and do not require civil structures such as dams. The runners
move at a slow speed so as not to harm small marine life, while screens

protect larger marine life. The turbines may be installed in the format of
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an underwater park, consisting of twelve or more units, thus creating
power output in the range of hundreds of megawatts. Testing is still being

completed for applications of the UEK turbine. The permit for the first
application of the 10 ft. diameter twin unit was granted in January,2003
for application on the Yukon River. Successful demonstration of project
completion is required before further consideration regarding UEK turbine
application in Manitoba. Then, issues with determining appropriate flow
rates may also be addressed. The flow rate available in a Manitoba river
must coincide with that required for optimum operation of the turbine.

4.7

New Designs

Two known companies are developing turbines with very new and
innovative designs. lt is expected that as the demand for new technologies with

simple installation and acceptable impacts increases, more designs will become

available. The following are two examples of turbines that are not currently well
recognized, but may demonstrate potential applications upon fuñher
development.

4.7.1

Mini-Aqua by Alstom Power
Mini-Aqua, developed by Alstom Power Hydro in the 18 months

prior to August 2001, is "an integrated package including a turbine, a

generator and control system to be used on a turnkey basis" [5]. The
application ranges for Mini-Aqua are as follows:

.

Output: 300 kW to 15 MW
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.

Flow: 0.2 to 200 m3/s

.

Head: 2 to 1000 m

.

Voltages: 3 to 15 kV

Specific turbine types are used for high, medium and low head
applications:

o

High head applications incorporate Pelton turbine

.

Medium head applications incorporate Francis turbine

.

Low head applications incorporate Kaplan turbine

Specific configurations, such as with verlical and horizontal shafts
are available for each turbine and to coincide with appropriate civil
structures.

The control system, the Aqua, and small standardized generators
developed by the Alstom Power Generator Technology Centre in Birr,
Switzerland complete the system.

As of 2001 , "first customer reactions are positive, says Alstom, with
recent orders for 15 machines in Brazil, including four units ordered by
Brazil-based Guaranta for its 7500 kW Paso Do Meio plant, and two

machines in Morocco" [5].

4.7.2

Hub-less Turbine by Ecopower

A new axial hydropower turbine is being developed by the Swissbased company Ecopower, in conjunction with the Biel Engineering

School. The turbine has a "new patented design where the hub has been
removed" [3]. The turbine is designed for flow rates less than 0.2 m3/s,
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heads less than 10 m, and has a power output of 10 kW. "The main
innovations in the design include:

.

Ability to work at variable speed.

.

Fully axial in-line concept.

.

Propeller without a central hub.

.

Generator is placed around the runner" [3].
lnlet and outlet guide vanes account for variations in head and flow,

thus ensuring the turbine rotates at a constant speed. The "absence of a
hub results in less blockage by small or medium-sized debris" [3]. This
allows for the turbine to be installed in waste water pipelines and water
collections systems, in addition to small rivers.

4.8

Comparison to Wind and Solar Power in Manitoba

Wind is an attractive renewable resource gaining attention. However,
further technological advancements are required to improve the economics
associated with wind power. lf efficiency is defined as the ratio of energy
produced to output available, windmills have efficiencies which will not exceed 30

percent [13].
There are two common methods of producing solar power. Photovoltaics
use light to produce electric currents in silicon wafer or discs. The power

produced is usually in a direct current (DC) form and must be converted to an
alternating current (AC) form to match the local grid system, resulting in energy
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losses. Solar power may also be produced thermally where liquids or solids are
heated and circulated.
One feasibility study [40] completed at Race rocks, near Victoria, BC

sought to examine the feasibility of implementing a 'sustainable energy system"
to replace diesel generation. Tidal, wind and solar power were compared as
energy sources by calculating daily average energy fluxes measured in units of
kilowatt-hours per day per square meter, (Figure 4.22).
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Figure 4.22: Daily Average Energy Fluxes at Race Rocks [40]

Referring to Figure 4.23,the following equation was used to convert wind
and tidal data into an hourly energy flux, E:
E

=!2'oVt

(+

r:)

Where P =fluid densitY

V

= flow velocity
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Solar data was provided in the energy flux units, kilowatt-hours per day per

square meter. Referring to Figure 4.22, the amount of energy available from tidal
power varies due to tidal currents running every six hours, however, tidal power
is considered reliable because tides are predictable. Wind and solar power may
be considered less reliable than tidal power due to unpredictable climatic

conditions making ít possible for wind and solar energy to remain unavailable for

days. As displayed in Figure 4.22, tidal power provides the most amount of
available energy.
A similar analysis was performed to compare water, wind and solar power
in Manitoba. Water flow rates were obtained from the Manitoba Conservation

Water Branch for the Winnipeg River below Slave Falls [32]. A flow rate for each
month from the median data for 1970 to 1999 was used in conjunction with

Equation (+.tZ) to obtain the power available in watts per meter squared. To
transform the flow rates into velocities, the highest flow rate was assumed to
coincide with a velocity of 10 m/s, and all other flow rates were proportioned to

this ratio. Solar and wind data were obtained for the latitudinal and longitudinal
position of 53 and '101, respectively, from the NASA Surface Meteorology and

Solar Energy Data Set [48]. lnsolation on a horizontal sufface was provided in
units of kilo-watt-hours per meter squared per day for monthly average values
based on a 10 year average between July 1 , 1983 and June 30, 1993. Wind

powerwas calculated using Equation (+.tl), and wind speeds at a 50 m
elevation for monthly values, based on a '10 year average, in units of meters per

second. The resulting powers are compared in and Table 4.2. The difference

in
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water power available is even greater for Manitoba than for Race Rocks, since
river applications with flow rates greater than those for tidal applications are
considered.

Table 4.2:Water, Solar, and Wind Power Values in Manitoba

Power
kW/m2

Month

waterlsolarlw¡no
Jan
Feb
Mar

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug

482
448
463
458
316
390
278

sep

153
138

Oct
Nov
Dec

209
358
466

0.04
0.08
0.15
0.19
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.17
0.1 3

0.08
0.05
0.03

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08

As demonstrated in Table 4.2, water provides the greatest amount of
power available. The power available in a Manitoba river is much greater than

wind or solar power such that if plotted on a graph the solar and wind would
appear to produce almost no power in comparison to the water power. Referring
to Table 4.2, the units of kilo-watt-hours per square meter are required because

this analysis determines the maximum amount of power available. lf area were
to be considered technological limitations of the extraction devices would also be
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involved in the analysis, and the power calculated would no longer be total
available power.
Once the amount of available power is assessed, one must extract this

power. Another analysis determines the power extracted from air by wind
turbines by means of treating the general extraction device as an actuator
disc [13]. The analysis is presented with specific reference to wind turbines,
however the result applies to any fluid the turbine may operate on, such as water
or

air. Using conservation of mass and momentum theories results in a power

coefficient, Co :

",
I

_

Power
+ pUr_Au

(+. r s)

Where Power = available power in air without actuator disc present
U

*

= flow velocity far upstream

Ao = actuator disc area

The analysis continues to present the Betz limit:
Cn.', = 0.593

(+ ra)

This is the maximum achievable power coefficient which no wind turbine is
capable of exceeding. This analysis demonstrates that there is a limit to the
amount of power that can be extracted. The maximum efficiency of a wind or
propeller-type turbine is 59% regardless of the working fluid employed. A more
extensive derivation of the actuator disk theory is presented in Appendix A.
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4.9

Turbines Applicable to Small Hydro in Manitoba

4.9.1

Criteria
For a turbine to be considered for small hydro application in

Manitoba, it must meet the following criteria:
None or minimal civil structure requirements
Minimal environmental impacts
Turbine must be located below water surface (due to ice)
Withstand velocities as high as 10 m/s
Large flow, (more flow = more power)
No head requíred

4.9.2

Options
Of the various turbines previously described, it is necessary to

identify those which should be examined further, for the possible

implementation of small hydro in Manitoba. Table 4.3 provides a summary
of the characteristics of all turbines researched.
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Table 4.3: Turbine Summary
Head

Turbine

Conventional lmpulse

Flow
Rate
low
low

Pelton

High,H>50m

Turgo

Medium/High,

Cross-Flow

Medium/Low,

low

Kaplan

H<50m
Low,H<10m

high

Bulb

Low,H<40m

high

Straflo
Tube

LoW

Low

high
high

Francis

Medium/Low,

high

H<50m
Low,H<10m

high

Davis

none

1.75 m/s

Marine
Current
Turbine

none

2.5 mls

Helical

none

1 m/s

UEK

none

25mls

H>10m
Reaction

Fixed-Blade
Prooeller

Non-

Tidal

Conventional

Kinetic

Notes
high head, efficiency
appropriate for water
suoolies that fluctuate
simple to
manufacture
vanous verslons
available
submerged, potential
maintenance problem
compact design
appropriate for large
hvdro
good for continuous
flows
less adjustable than
Kaplan
appropriate for tidal
aoolications
appropriate for tidal
applications
appropriate for tidal
aoplications
being developed for
river aoolications

It is difficult to provide specific information such as power output

and required flow rates for each turbine, because manufacturers claim
such large ranges are possible for the turbines. When selecting a turbine,
the characteristics of the site will greatly influence the turbine selection.
The impulse turbines are not appropriate for small hydro in
Manitoba, because none of them are located below (submerged) the
water's surface. Some reaction turbines such as the Kaplan and Francis
turbines require a significant head.
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Turbines, which should be further examined, are the bulb turbine,

the Davis turbine and the UEK kinetic turbine. The bulb turbine has
promising characteristics as it is located below the water's surface level;
however some head is still required. The Davis turbine, also located
below the water surface, is intended for tidal applications, thus it can not
handle the high river velocities characteristic of Manitoba's rivers. lf a
Davis turbine were implemented, cavitation would result. lnformation

regarding UEK's kinetic turbine is limited since the technology is still

developing. However, it is known that the turbine is located below the
water's surface, civil structure required is minimal, interference with marine
life is minimal, and energy generation can be continuous. The UEK kinetic
turbine can be compared to a propeller, except that it is located below the
water's surface. Of the non-conventional turbines researched, the UEK
and the marine current turbine have the highest velocity ratings, in the

order of 2.5 m/s. Manitoba's rivers have velocities greater than 2.5 m/s
leading to the suggestion of designing or developing a turbine for the

specific application of high river flow with no head. River velocities in
Manitoba are as high as 10 m/s. For optimum turbine performance and
environmental considerations, the velocity employed in a small hydro
application in Manitoba may be approximately 5 m/s, which remains
greater than that for which current non-conventional turbine designs are
intended.
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5.
5.1

FLOW MANAGEMENT

lntroduction

As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, a conventional hydro plant consists
of various components, many of which are civil structures. Civil structures
provide flow management and are often are required for turbine installation.

Chapter 5 examines the various civil structures of a hydro plant to determine
which are appropriate for a small hydro plant.
A second important issue relating to flow management is the ídentification
of methods for increasing flow rates of water entering the turbine. Recalling

Equation (+.t) tor a kinetic turbine, power is proportional to the fluid velocity

cubed. Therefore, a moderate increase in flow velocity will provide a large
increase in power output, making identifying and selecting flow rate increase
methods a profitable endeavour.
Thirdly, environmental issues concerning hydro plants are influenced by
how the plant's water flow is managed making environmental compatibility an

appropriate issue to be discussed in conjunction with flow management.

5.2

Civil Structures

As pictured in Figure 2.1, there are various components in the form of civil
structures that make up a hydro plant. Generally, a weir and intake upstream of
the plant itself help regulate flow, before it moves through a settling basin and
into a channel. The forebay holds water before it is transporled to the turbine
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through a penstock. ln the case of excess water, a spillway allows for overflow.
Each civil structure plays an important role, representing possible energy
íncreases or losses in the production of hydro power. To provide a complete

understanding of civil structures utilized in hydro productions, information
regarding all civil structures is presented.

5.2.1 Weirs
Water flow varies with seasons and so it must be controlled to

ensure steady operation of the hydro plant. ln addition to measuring water
flow, a common application for a weir is to raise water levels, thus
ensuring a constant water supply for the intake. Two common weir types
are the broad-crested weir and the sharp-crested weír. The streamlines
above a broad-crested weir remain straight, but curve above a sharpcrested weir. A fudher distinction is whether or not the flow over the weir
is submerged. Submerged flow occurs when the water level downstream
is raised so much that it affects the upstream ffow. The weir may have the
full width of the channel or be contracted. Rectangular weirs are common,
but triangular (vee) is also an optíon. lmportant calculations relating to

weirs include determining the discharge or flow rate over the weir.

common known parameters include the weir heíght, upstream totar head
and a dimensionless discharge coefficient which accounts for any
deviation from a hydrostatic pressure distribution over the crest. The
downstream tailwater level must be known to determine if the flow is

submerged. ln addition to varying with weir type, various numerical
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formulas are used for the discharge coefficient. Therefore various sources
cite different formulas for discharges, (sources such as [10], [11], and

l2B])

Brown, [4], suggests common errors made in designing weirs and

intakes:

.

undercutting of concrete weirs due to inefficient sealing

.

Leaks in weirs that could not easily be drained

.

scaling down designs from large schemes, for exampre, combining
a weir and settling tank in a costly layout,

o

Setting headrace pipes too high in the weir, causing air
entrainment.

5.2.2

lntake
The purpose of an intake is to divert river flow into the hydro plant.

The amount of flow diverted can range from a small portion to all of the

total river flow. Three common small intakes applicable for small hydro
are a side intake, with and without a weir, and a bottom intake. For a side
intake with a weir, the weir may be completely or partially submerged.
However, for a bottom intake, the weir will be compretely submerged.

Table 5.1 summ arizes the advantages and disadvantages for each intake
type.

E-7

Table 5.1: lntake Types Comparison, Adapted from l27l
Disadvantages

Advantages

lntake
Tvoe
Side
intake
without
weir

- relatively economical
- simple construction

Side
intake with
weir

-controls water level
- can be designed for
minimal maintenance

Bottom
intake

- applicable for flow
variations, no problems
with low flows
- can be designed for no
maintenance

- requires maintenance
and/or repairs regularly
- not applicable for rivers with
flow variations, because
unable to divert flow for low
flows
- requires modern materials
such as concrete
- does not divert low flows
prooerlv
- costly
- blockage by sediment may
occur, unless have good
design

- local materials may not be
used

5.2.3 Channel
A channel transports water from the intake to the forebay, possibly
creating head. Channels may be excavated or constructed from large
pipe or a conduit. Sealing the channel with cement, clay or polythene
sheet may prevent leakages and minimize friction. Precautions to

consider in the use of a concrete channel include [4]:

.

Drainage, to prevent water build-up and possible collapse of
channel

.

Have channel set in ground to reduce stress on walls, and the

amount of concrete material used
Components such as a settling basin, spillway and forebay tank
may be incorporated into a channel.
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5.2.4 Settling Basin
A settling basin may serve two purposes. First, since water in the
river may contain sediment which can damage turbine runners, it is

desired to remove this sediment. Secondly, a stilling basin allows for the
safe dissipation of the flow's kinetic energy. ln a stilling basin, water flow
is slowed down, allowing particles to settle on the basin floor before being

flushed away periodically. The slower the water is flowing, the fewer
number of particles will be transported. one approach for slowing the
water flow is to increase the channel cross sectional area.

5.2.5 Spillway
A spillway controls water flow, allowing the passage of excess flow.
ln conjunction with gates, a spillway can empty a channel if necessary.
FIow must re-enter the river in a controlled fashion so as not to damage

the channel.

5.2.6 Forebay
The tank connecting the channel and the penstock is known as the

forebay. The forebay acts as a reservoir, storing water. Gates and a
trashrack, which stop the passage of large objects, may be present at the
entrance to the penstock. A small hydro plant in Manitoba would not store
water, thereby eliminating the requirement for a forebay. penstock,
however, may be present for a small hydro plant.
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5.2.7 Penstock
An important part of the hydro system, penstock transports water
from the forebay to the turbine, while under pressure. lt is important for
the penstock to be designed optimally, minimizing cost and friction. An
increase in pipe diameter reduces friction, but increases cost. Material is
also an important decision for the penstock. Table 5.2 contrasts the
various material options and deciding factors for penstock.

Table 5.2: Penstock Materials Comparison, Adapted from l27l
Factor
***** - excellent
poor
=
Weiqht Corrosion Cost Jointinq Pressure

*

Material
Ductile lron
Asbestos Cement
Concrete
Wood Stave
GRP
uPVC
Mild Steel
HDPE

Friction

+++

A critical design concern regarding penstocks is vibration ,1231,1471.
Unacknowledged, excessive vibration can lead to failure. Brown, [4],
states that when designing penstocks the following tasks should be
performed:

.
.
.
.

Calculate forces on all bends
Perform pressure tests
Provide allowances for thermal expansion
Flush out debris before connecting to the turbine
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5.3

Flow Rate lncrease Methods
The application of hydraulic engineering principles allows for the prediction

of flow conditions under various constraints, and determines acceptable methods

for increasing flow velocities. A most common method for increasing flow
velocity is to restrict the area of which the flow is travelling. Secondly, the
presence of head, allows for the addition of potential energy resulting from a
change in elevation. The limitations of these flow methods must also be
identified so as not to disturb the surrounding environment.

5.3.1

Maximum Width Constriction for a Given Channel
Constricting river flow may increase the flow velocity, but there

exists a limit as to how much the river can be constricted before flow
conditions upstream of the constriction are affected. lt is desired to have
the upstream conditions of the river remain uninfluenced. When selecting
the appropriate velocity, one must also consider the increase in velocity
causes an increase in sediment transport causing problems with river bed
degradation and blade pitting from material transported into the turbine.
Figure 5.1 displays the general geometry of the rectangular channel
considered.
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Top View:
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Side View:

12
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Cross Section:

Where

1 = section 1, (upstream)
2 = section 2, (downstream)
Y = water depth
b = channel width

Figure 5.1 : Rectangular Channel Sketch

Referring to Figure 5.1, all subscripts in the analysis refer to their
respective sections. The following analysis involves continuity and

energy equations.
Analysis inputs:

.

Flow rate, Q

.

Channel width of upstream section,

.

Water depth of upstream section, y,

.

Channel elevations of upstream and downstream sections, z, and

å,

z)
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Analysis Outputs:

.

Minimum channel width required, å,

.

Accompanying water depth, y,

.

Associated flow velocities, V, and

V,

Analysis:

.

Flow rate, Q, remains constant throughout the channel,
(continuity).
Q

=vby

(s t)

Equation (S.t) allows for the determination of Z

.

Specific discharge, q

q=Qlb

(sz)

It is important to calculate q, immediately, as it will be required for

future calculations.

.

The specific energy of a section of channel with small slope and no
losses is

E=!*!=y*:
,=r*-9:
' 29 ' 2gy'
' 2b'y'-

(s:)

Where g = constant of acceleration due to gravity.
Equations (S.t) and (S.Z) allow the specific energy to be expressed

in

various forms. For this analysis, Equation (S.:) is applied at section 1 to
determine the specific energy for the non-constricted section,

.

-8,

.

Assuming no energy losses,
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Er=Er+Lz
Where

Az

:

z, -

z,

(s+)
(S S)

The value of E, may now be determined.

.

For a given change in elevation and specific energy, .8,, the

maximum amount of constriction possible will occur for critical flow,
where specific energy is minimized, in the constricted section. For
critical flow in a rectangular channel [37 p.30]:
a

8,,r, =

1

i!,

(s o)

Where Y, = critical water dePth.
For this analysis, Ez =

E,nin

, and y,, which is equivalent to yr, may

be determined using Equation (s.0)

.

An alternative expression involving the critical water depth for a
rectangular channel is

(s.t)
Rearranging (S.Z) allows for the determination of qr.

.

The channel width of the constricted section is calculated by
expressing (S.Z) in an alternative form:

b,=^@7@Ð

(ss)

This is the minimum channel width required for upstream flow to
remain unaffected.
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.

Finally, the flow velocity for the constricted section, V, , is calculated

by rearranging (s.t)
Example:

A spreadsheet designed to compute the minimum width
requirement calculation is located in Appendix

B. For a channel flow rate

of 900 cms (32 000 cfs), an elevation drop of 1.5 m (5 ft), and initial
channel width of 300 m (1 000 ft) and water depth of 4.5 m (15 ft), the

minimum channel width required in the constriction is approximately 35 m
(1 15

ft) resulting in a water depth of 4 m (13.4 ft). The velocity will

increase from 0.6 m/s (2 ft/s) in the non-constricted section to 6 m/s
(20 ft/s) in the constricted section.

5.3.2 Velocity Resulting from Constricting Channel Width
SÍmilar to the previously described analysis, if one assumes that the

channel is constricted such that upstream flow remains uninfluenced, the
velocity which results from creating a constriction in the river may be

determined. Once again, Figure 5.1 represents the rectangular channel
considered in this analysis.
Analysis inputs.

.

Flow rate, Q

.

Channel width of upstream and downstream sections, b, and b,

¡

Water depth of upstream section, y,

.

Channel elevations of upstream and downstream sections, z, ãfid
z2
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Analysis Outputs:

.

Water depth of downstream, constricted section, y,

.

Flow velocities, V, and

V,

Analysis:

o

lnitially, Equation (S.Z) may be used to calculate q, and

.

Similarly, Equation (s.t), may be used to calculate V,. An

q.,

.

alternative equation form uses the specific discharge:

v

.

=qly

(s.g)

The specific energy for the non-constricted section, E, , is
determined using Equation (s.:).

.

Equations (s.+) ano (s.s) calculate E,

.

Applying Equation (s.:) for Er, where

.

E, is known, creates an

equation in terms of yr:

yl-ylE,+qil\g)=o
.

(s.to)

The above cubic equation is solved for the new water depth, yr,
using a numerical method [44]. For a given cubic equation such as:

xt

+arx'+a)x*at:o

(s.tt)

Where at, a2, and a, are real coefficients. The following three
computing coefficients must first be calculated:
a? -3a"
S:rL--::¿
9

(s tz)

bb

À-

r:

2ol -9ara, +27a,

(s
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u.""or(R

lJt)

r:)

(s r+)

Then, the three roots may be determined:

x, = _2{e"",[i)_+

lv

' 2vl o,
xz=_21e"",[ï)_î

(s ts)

lv,4rl o,
3 )_ I

_.",1r ,."(.'
x^ _
^3 =-2^locosl

'

Of the three water depths calculated, one is an unreal number,

which may be discarded. The reaming two values are alternative
depths of one another. One must select the water depth,

y,

which

corresponds to the appropriate flow regime. This is usually the

value of

.

y, thal is closet to y,

Finally, Equation

.

(s.l) is used to determine the velocity of the

constricted section, Zr.
Example:

Appendix C contains a spreadsheet summarizing the velocity
calculations resulting from a constriction with specific numerical values.
For a channel flow rate of 900 cms (32 000 cfs), an elevation drop of 1.5 m
(5 ft), and initial channel width of 300 m (1 000 ft) and water depth of 4.5 m

(15 ft), and a constricted channel width of 45 m (150 ft), the water depth in

the constriction will be approximately 5.5 m (18 ft). The velocity increases
from approximately 0.6 to 3.6 m/s (2to 12ft|s).
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5.3.3 Velocity Resulting from a Given

Head

Kinetic turbines are generally intended for power applications where

head is not present. The objective of this research is to develop power
with head minimized as much as possible, however one must
acknowledge that the presence of head, even in a small amount is one
method to increase the flow rate and consequently power output.
Therefore, a simple analysis which determines the velocity resulting from
a given head was performed. The described situation is presented in

Figure 5.2, from a side viewpoint.

H

Where ---- =

initial watersudace
level

e =

angle between water
level and penstock to
transport water

H =

height difference

Figure 5.2: Head Drop Sketch

Analysis inputs:

.

Pipe diameter, D

.

Length of pipe, L , or parameters such as drop height, H , and

angle between the pipe and the horizon, á, which will determine
pipe length.

6B

.

lnitial and final elevations, z, ãnd zr,where H = zt-zz

o

Pressure drop,

^p
Analysis Outputs:

.

Water flow rate, Q, or velocity, Z

.

Assumptions:

.

Both ends of system are open to atmosphere. Therefore there is
no change in pressurê,

pt:

p2 = po,,,

o[ Ap = Q.

.

lnitial average velocity, 4'
=0

.

Kinetic energy coefficient for section 2, a, = 7.0

.

No minor losses, hn

.

Fully developed flow

.

Area of pipe remains constant

:0

Analysis:

.

lf necessary, determine pipe length, L , using trigonometric
relations, Figure 5.3.

H

Where

eLH

drop height
drop angle
pipe length

Figure 5.3: Parameters for Determination of Pipe Length

L= Hlcos?

(s. r r)
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.

The general computing equation required for this analysis may be
derived using conservation of energy [15].

(u,

\p
Where

**,T-*r,,)\f

P =fluid

g

*o,T*r,,):ro

g

rz)

densitY

= constant of acceleration due to gravity

The total energy losses per unit mass, often referred to as head
loss, are representedby h,r:
h,, = h, + h,,,,

(S.t

¡)

Where h, are the major losses due to friction, and h,,, are the minor
losses caused by fittings, entrances, etc. Since there are no minor

losses,

.

h,r:h,+0=ht.

For turbulent flow, the losses are given by

. =fiî
-Lv'

n,

(s.r+)

Where ,f = friction factor

V = average

.

flow velocity

By substituting Equation (s.t+) into EquatÍon (s.12), and

considering the simplifying assumptions, Equation (S.12) may be
rewritten as

s(,,-,,)-+=t*T

(srs)
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.

The maximum flow velocity will occur if no friction is present,

(f = o):
vr=

.

(s ro)

The analysis with friction present requires further steps. lf

H = zt - zr, Equation

(s. 15)

r

may be rewritten as
tll2

,/l2sH

(s. t z)

I

"-17q6¡1

.

The friction factor,

f

may be determined by referring to [15, Figure

8.13, p.3601. This chart shows

f

as afunction of the Reynolds

number, Re. The roughness , e , of the pipe material is also

required. A number of e values are provided in [15, Table 8.1,
p.3sel.

.

An initial guess for

f

may be made by assuming a presence in the

fully rough region of [15, Figure 8.13, p.360].

.

The first approximation of

.

For this value of

.

A new ,f may now be determined.

.

Finally a second approximation for

4,

4

is calculated.

the value of Re is calculated.

4 ^^y be calculated.

Example:
For the case of a smooth plastic pipe with no friction, an angle of

60" with the horizon, and a height drop of 6 m (20 ft), a velocity of

approximately 11 m/s (36 ftls) will result.
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5.4

Environmental lssues
Since hydro plants depend on a renewable resource, they may be

considered an environmentally acceptable source of producing power. However,
it is desired to ensure the plant is installed as harmoniously as possible with its
surrounding environment. The marine life of the river, in particular the survival of
fish is a very important issue. Another major environmental issue is pollution,
which may occur from turbine operation. Noteworthy issues outside the scope of
the research include the impacts of transmission line development as well as
road access to turbines and transmission lines.

5.4.1

Fish Survivability

There are four general known causes of damage or moÉality of fish
passing through a turbine.

5.4.1.1

Abrasion, Grinding and Strike

Problem.

Abrasion or grinding occurs when a fish rubs against turbine
components or objects in the flow field, causing damage. Strike
occurs when a fish is struck by a stationary or a mobile object such
as a turbine blade, causing injury or death.
lnfluential factors:

.
.
.
.

Fish size
Turbine size
Turbine speed
Number of turbine blades, gates and stay vanes

1a

.

Clearance between blades and wicket gates

r

Blade profile

Solutions, for a given fish size:

.

Big turbine

.

High specific speed

.

Fewer number of blades

.

More space between wicket gates and runner blades

.

Blades with thick entrance edges can guide fish better

5.4.1.2

Pressure Change

Problem:

Rapid pressure change damage a fish's buoyancy bladder [14]. lt
has been stated that "fish are more sensitive to pressure decreases
than pressure increases, and that pressure-related mortality results

from injury to the swim bladder from decompression" [6].
lnfluential factors:

.

Fish type

.

Plant head

.

Turbine size

.

Fish location in upper reservoir and turbine intake location

o

Penstock length

Solutions:

.

Difiusion into the blood is used by some fish, such as perch
and bass, to adjust their body's gas content. This process
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may take hours, thereby allowing for damage. Other fish,
such as salmon and trout, use a pneumatic duct connecting

the swim bladder and the esophagus, in conjunction with the
mouth, to output or input gas more quickly than diffusion.

.

Pressure change is directly propoftional to plant head.

o

A small, high head turbine will result in a high pressure
change rate. A big, low head turbine will result is a slow
pressure change rate.

.

More damage will occur for plant with lower rather than
higher intake. This is because fish will experience a
pressure rise as they move through the penstock before the
rapid pressure decrease in the turbine. When fish enter an
intake at the bottom of the plant they are already at a high
pressure.

.

As compared to a short penstock with the same conditions, a
long penstock allows for pressure adaptation while
approaching the turbine, making fish more susceptible to
affects caused by rapid pressure decrease through the
turbine.

It should be noted that this problem woufd most rikery not occur

with a kinetic turbine.
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5.4.1.3

Cavitation

Problem:

Cavitation refers to the formation of bubbles due to pressure in
liquid dropping to or below vapour pressure. As the bubbles move

into regions of higher pressure, they collapse causing noise,
vibrations, and pressure fluctuations thereby damaging solid
surfaces as well as fish.
lnfluential factors:

.

Turbine operation

.

Runner geometry

.

Submergence

Solutions:

Operating a turbine over a restricted range minimizes
cavitation [14]. "Operational cavitation constant must be
such that cavitation does not start to be damaging to the
turbine" [41].
Design runner to minimize cavitation by considering high
velocity/low pressure zones, sudace irregularities, sudden
flow direction changes, and location or submergence [40].
Extra submergence provides "a margin of safety against

cavitation" [36]
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5.4.1.4

Turbulence

Problem:
Rapid change in velocity leads to stress and turbulence, potentially
damaging fish.
lnfluential factors:

o

Efficiency

.

Design criteria

Solutions:

.

Fish are more likely to survive when turbine is operating at or

near its best efficiency [36]. Too low or high a head or
output causes turbulence, shear stress and cavitation.

.

There exists ongoing research to define appropriate limits for
stress, turbulence and pressure changes [41].

5.4.2 Pollution
The operation of the turbine itself may result in pollution. Oil and

grease used for lubrication of various pafts are normally sealed in a
chamber to prevent contact with water. However, if a seal fails, oil or

grease may pollute the water. Two design considerations can prevent this
problem, [14]. Greaseless bushings in place of greased lubricated
bushings or biodegradable and non toxic lubricants may be used.
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6.

6.1

SITE SELECTION

lntroduction

The identification and selection of a potential small hydro site is an

impoÍant pad of assessing the feasibility of small hydro. The completion of site
selection research consisted of two main steps. Firstly, the characteristics of a
successful small hydro site as well as the appropriate factors for evaluating a

small hydro site were identified. Secondly, the identification and evaluation of
undeveloped conventional small hydro sites in Manitoba was conducted.

lnformation is currently not available for small hydro sites with non-conventional
applications; however, upon fufther research the identified conventional sites
may be adaptable for non-conventional small hydro.

6.2

SiteCharacteristics
There are various characteristics which make a small hydro site suitable

and therefore a successful endeavour. To select a small hydro site for either
conventional or non-conventional applications, it is necessary to limit the
characteristics to a smaller number of evaluation factors which may be used to
identify the optimum site.

6.2.1 Characteristics
Consulting various information sources such as articles identifies a
number of concerns for considering a specific location for small hydro.
The two most important factors are head and flow because [23]:
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Power = 8 x Head x Design

Flow

(0 t)

While both of the above factors are important, the type of turbine
employed will dictate which of the two factors will have greater influence.

A conventional small hydro site considers head as well as flow. However,
a non-conventional small hydro site, and recalling Equation (+.t) tor a
kinetic turbine, does not utilize any head thereby making flow the most
important factor.
Various site characteristics can be grouped into common categories
includin g natu rally occurring characteristics, transm ission, comm un ities

and environmental impacts.

o

.

Existing channel characteristics

o

Head

o

Flow velocity

o

Seasonal flow patterns

o

Tailwater level

o

Natural water storage

Transmission

o
o
o

Proximity to transmission lines
Grid connection
Upgrade charges to accommodate local electrical

distribution network

.

Community

o

Distance to populated area

ao
IO

o

Nearest community may provide or indicate:

.
'
.

.

6.2.2

Operating and maintenance personnel
Energy demand
Transmission

o

Effects on recreation or commercial activities

o

Conservation of area

o

Road access

o

Current power source

-

possible historic value

Environmentallmpacts

o

Screen cleaning requirements

o

Fishery board authorities

o

Marine and plant life

Evaluation Factors
A few site characteristics were deemed of critical importance and

selected as factors to evaluate the identified small hydro sites in Manitoba.
The evaluation factors are:

.

Available flow

.

Proximity to transmission lines

.

Characteristics of load centre

o

Distance

o

Population

o

Current power souice
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It can be noted that by identifying the distance and population of the

nearest community, considerations such as energy demand, staffing
personnel availability and proximity to transmission lines are also taken
into account. Furthermore, the recognition of a community's current
source of power indicates potential energy cost savings through the
implementation of a small hydro facility. The next step is to evaluate
potential small hydro sites in Manitoba.

6.3

Potential Small Hydro Sites in Manitoba
There are a number of hydro sites in Manitoba which may be classified as

small hydro and are currently undeveloped. The process of identifying sites and
generating a list of selected sites consisted of a number of steps. Using a map
identifying developed and undeveloped hydro in Manitoba, supplied by Manitoba
Hydro [33], a complete list of undeveloped small hydro sites in Manitoba was

prepared. Unfortunately this map was the only information source available and
the font was rather illegible, consequently the resulting data may have errors. To

further evaluate these sites, an attempt was made to identify the associated

rivers. Once all sites were identified, it was necessary to select a limited number
of sites for future consideration. Two important factors became evident to
produce this site list. Firstly, if small hydro can be implemented to replace costly

diesel generation, the site is appropriate for further consideration. Secondly, if
transmission is not a concern for a site, the site is considered attractive. The
following section presents results from these analyses.
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6.3.1

Manitoba Small Hydro Sites
Small hydro sites are identified as those undeveloped hydro sites

with a potential capacity of 50 MW or less. Manitoba has various rivers
and locations with varying head applicable for small hydro, (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Map of Manitoba [38]
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Referring to Figure 6.1 , the rivers with a number of potential small
hydro sites include the Seal River, (illegible on map), in the north, and the

Hayes River northeast of Lake Winnipeg. The Poplar River, Berens River,
and Bloodvein River, all east of Lake Winnipeg, also have potential for
small hydro development. Not shown in Figure 6.1 , but located directly
south of the Bloodvein River, is the Manigotagon River which contains four
undeveloped small hydro sites.

Table 6.1 presents a list of all undeveloped conventional small
hydro sites in Manitoba. ln addition to their geographical location,

Manitoba's potential small hydro sites vary with available head and
potential capacity. All site numbers were determined by Manitoba Hydro,
[33] and capacities "reflect an approximate capacity factor of 0.65." All

flow values have been extrapolated using Equation (+.s), with a density of
1000 kg/m', the acceleration due to gravity of 9.81 m3/s and a capacity

factor of 0.65.

atJ

Table 6.1: Undeveloped Small Hydro Sites in Manitoba, Adapted from [33]
All Small Hydro Sites
Site
Number

I Flow lPotential
[m] llm3/sjlCapacity

Head

Name

River /
Lake

tMv\rl

2

I

3 I

4
5

I
|

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

|
I
|
|
|
|
|
I
I
I
I
I
|
|
I
|
I
|
|

6

I

Pine Falls Extension

I l1

Muskrat 126

Pillow
Cascade

Wood

Falls

I
I

Portage

Falls

I

Lake

24

2

15
17

2
2
10

I 17
I 17
I 17
| 17
Creek I 17
River I 17
Owl
I 19
Moose I lz
Smoothrock I 18
Old House
I 19
Round Tent
I 17
Lewis Lake
I 23
Harrop Lake
I 21
Wrong Lake I 16
20
21
Weaver Lake I 13
22
Whitemud Rapids | 5
Robinson Falls I 20
23
Wipanipanis Falls I 10
24
25
Knife Rapids I 10
26 | Apakisthemosi Rapids | 10
27A I Pakisikan Rapids I 20
28 |
Hayes River
I 32
31 I Mostone No.1 I 11
314 I Mostone No.2 I 12
318 I Mostone No.3 I 15
32 | Camp Rapids I 17
33 | Gowan Rapids I 35
34 I
Fox River
I 32
35 | KanuchuanusRapids | 15
Bad Rapids I 10
354 |
36 | Kanuchuan Rapids I 21
37 I
Allen lsland I 13
37A I Twenty lslands | 9
384 | Sturgeon Falls I 10
394 I Red Sucker River I 15
41 | Waterhen River | 5
43 |
Clay Falls
I 14
44 I
Gate Falls
I 11
45 I
Reed Lake
I 15
46 I Wekusko Falfs I 22
47 I Whitewood Falls I 31
48 |
Lynx Falls
I 37
49 I Witchai Lake I 18
50 I Laurie River No.3 I 14
51 |
Ch ipevuyan |
5
52lBrochetl17
Bushy
Stonehouse Lake
Kautunigan Lake
Sasaginnigak River
Minago
Leyond
Nisht
Paint

53lPorcupinel30

54
55
56
80

I
I
I
I

Lake
Lake
Wolverine
God's Rapids

Bain
Macleod

I
I
I
I

64

10
IU

t0
10
IU

27
aa

,o
28
29
a

4
b

q

7
12
11

15
17

6
6
tr

12

IJ
14
16
19
1Ê

35
aa
5

o
B

7
1

a
J
Ã

11

17
6

60
39

15

24
30

24

B

15

14

12

25

45
3
3
2
2
11
11
11
11
11
11
33
21
33
34
31
5
5
6
7
4
6
4.5
7.5
8.5
19
35
4
4.5
5.5
13
28
29
5
12
33
29
20
23.5
5
3
7
5
1
4
10
1

25

19
5
19
42
45
29

|
|
|
|
|
I
I
|
I
I
I
|
I
I
|
I
I
|
I
|
|
|
|
I
|
|
|
|
I
I
|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
|

Winnipeg River

Manigotagon River
Manigotagon River
Manigotagon River
Manigotagon River
Bloodvein River
Bloodvein River
Bloodvein River
Bloodvein River
Bloodvein River
Bloodvein River
Berens River
Berens River
Berens River
Berens River
Berens River
Poplar River
Poplar River
Poplar River
Poplar River
Poplar River
Hayes River
Hayes River
Gods Lake
Hayes River
Hayes River
Hayes River
Fox River
Fox River
l-ox Rrver
Fox River
Fox River
Fox River
Red Sucker Lake
Red Sucker Lake
Bloodvein Lake
Gods River
Gods River
Gods River
Gods River
Waterhen Lake
Burntwood River
Burntwood River
Reed Lake
Wekusko Lake
Setting Lake
I
Paint Lake
Burntwood River
Lauire River
Chipewyan Falls
Reindeer Lake
Seal River
I
Seal River
Seal River
Seal River
I Southern lndian Lake

I
I
|
I
I

12 I
13 I
19
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As documented there are a large number of undeveloped
conventional small hydro sites in Manitoba. The total potential capacity,
determined by summing all potential capacities from Table 6.1 , for
undeveloped small hydro in Manitoba is 888 MW.

6.3.2 Small Hydro and First Nation Communities
There are four communities, Brochet, Lac Brochet, Tadoule Lake
and Shamattawa, currently served by diesel generation by Manitoba
Hydro, (Figure 6.2).

C

Converter Stations
Control Structures

W

Thermal Generating
Stations

@

by Diesel Generation

lrr+

Diversion Channels

Communities served

Figure 6.2: Manitoba Hydro System Components Other
Than Hydraulic Generating Stations [35]
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ln North America, an independent power producer (lPP) may
receive $0.0584/kWh for electricity sold to a central grid. However, for the

case of an isolated diesel grid, the IPP may receive more than $0.20lkwh

[45]. Therefore, if a small hydro facility serves a community currently
using diesel generation, its potential for economic feasibility greatly

improves. Brochet, Lac Brochet, Tadoule Lake and Shamattawa are all
First Nation communities located in remote areas of Manitoba. Table 6.2
summarises various characteristics of these communities including
population and road access.

Table 6.2: Profiles of Communities Served by Diesel Generation
Adapted from ['1]
Brochet

First Nation Deta¡l
Official Name
Number
Address

Community Served bV D¡esel Generation, (as labeled on Fioure 6.2)
Lac Brochet
Tadoule Lake

Barren Lands
308
Brochet

Northlands
317
I Lac Brochet

Reserve

Dene First Nation
lSaVisi
lTadoule Lake

I
I

Shamattawa

Shamattawa First Nation
307

Shamattawa

I

Name
Location

6468
oaoa
I
lChurchill lndian Reserue No
Brochet No. 197
Lac Brochet No. 1974
256 Km NWofThompsor 240 Km NW of Thompsor
N or rhompson

Hectares

4339.4

4b4.J

First Natìon has no yearround road access to a
service centre and, as a
result, exper¡ences a
higher cost of
transportation

First Nation has no yearround road access to a

First Nation has no year-round
road access to a service centfe
and, as a result, experìences a
higher cost of transportation

Geographic location

Geograph¡c locatìon
between 55 and 60
degrees latitude

Geographic location between
55 and 60 degrees latitude

Geographic location
between 55 and 60
degrees latitude

891

665

1

No.

6458

xr

6460

Shamattawa No. 1
320 Km W of Thompson

lszo

212.1

231 6.

I

Geography

Geographic
Zone

Subzone

Env¡ronmental
lndex

First Nation has no yearround road access to a
service centre and, as a
service centre and, as a
result, experiences a
result, experiences a
higher cost of
higher cost of
transportation
transportation
D¡stance, measured
Distance, measured
Distance, measured d¡rectly, to D¡stance, measured
directly, to the nearest
directly, to the nearest
the nearest service centre is
directly, to the nearest
serv¡ce centre is between service centre is between between 320 and 400 Km
service centre is between
320 and 400 Km
320 and 400 Km
320 and 400 Km

between 55 and 60

degrees latitude
)opulation
Total Registered
Population

160
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Table 6.3 presents the potential small hydro sites which could
provide electricity for these remote communities.

Table 6.3: Small Hydro Sites to Potentially Replace Diesel Generation
Adapted from [33]
Small Hydro Sites to Replace Diesel Generation

HeadlFlowlPotential
lml l¡m'ls¡lCapacity

Site
Number

River /
Lake

tMvt4
23

Robinson Falls

20

24
25

Wipanipanis Falls
Knife Rapids
Apakisthemosi Rapids

10
10
10

Pakisikan Rapids
Hayes River
Allen lsland
Twenty lslands
Sturgeon Falls
Red Sucker River
Chipewyan
Brochet
Porcupine
Bain Lake
Macleod Lake

20
JZ

24

8

Wolverine

15

14

zo

274
28
37
37A\
3BA

394
5'1

52
53
54
55
56

13

I

10
15
5
17

5
7
12

tó
15
17
35
35
37
5

60
39

30

24

15

30

6
4.5
7.5
8.5

|
|
I
|

Hayes River
Hayes River
Gods Lake
Hayes River
Hayes River
| Hayes River
I Gods River
Gods River
I Gods River
I Gods River
| Chipewyan Falls
I Reindeer Lake

19 |

35
29

20 I

23.5
5
19
42
45
29
12
13

I
I
I
I

Seal River
Seal River
Seal River
Seal River

The small hydro sites numbered 52,51, and 54 could serve
Brochet, Lac Brochet and Tadoule Lake, respectively. Sites 53, 55 and 56
are located closest to Tadoule Lake, but at a greater distance than site 54.
The remaining sites are all in the vicinity of Shamattawa. With regards to
Shamattawa, in the north east corner of the province, (south of Hudson
Bay), the Hayes River and Gods River are of particular interest.

Shamattawa is the most southerly located community considered.
Therefore, it would probably be most straightforward for transmission
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connection and road access, as compared to the more northerly situated

communities. ln addition, Shamattawa has the largest population and

a

greater number of potential small hydro sites located nearby, creating a
greater possibility of feasibility. Therefore, Shamattawa is recommended

to be the first area to study the feasibility of small hydro to replace diesel
generation.
However, the transmission system in northern Manitoba is not as

well developed as compared to the south. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify small hydro sites located in non-remote areas of Manitoba where
transmission would not be a limitation for small hydro implementation.
6.3.3 Small Hydro with Minimal Transmission Requirements
There are two interesting general locations of undeveloped small
hydro in the southern half of Manitoba. One group is located just north of
Lake Winnipeg, and listed in Table 6.4, and the other east of Lake

Winnipeg, and presented in Table 6.5.

Table 6.4: Small Hydro Sites North of Lake Winnipeg, Adapted from [33]
Small Hydro Sites North of Lake Winnipeg

Site I
Number

Name

Head

I

Flow lPotential

tml l¡mls¡lGapacity

I

River /
Lake

tMWJ
I

45 I

Reeo Lat<e

46 I Wekusko Falls
47 I Whitewood Falls

15

1

22

J

31

5

1 I Reed Lake
4 I Wekusko Lake
10 I Settinq Lake
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Sites 45, 46, and 47 were selected for their relatively southern
location despite being north of Lake Winnipeg. Site 47, Whitewood Falls,
is recommended to be considered for further research because its

potential capacity is relatively high, 10 MW. Further south in the province,

the Berens River has high potential capacities, (Table 6.5).

Table 6.5: Small Hydro Sites East of Lake Winnipeg, Adapted form [33]
Small Hydro Sites East of Lake Winnipeg
Site
Number

Name I Head I Flow I Potentiall
tml l¡m1s1 lGapacity

River /
Lake

IMWJ
13
14
15
16
17

Night Owl
Paint Moose
Smoothrock
Old House
Round Tent

33
21
33
34
31

19127
12127

18129
19128

17129

|
I
I
I
I

Berens River
Berens River
Berens River
Berens River
Berens River

The sites on the Berens River are recommended for further
assessment because there is more total capacity on the Berens River,
152 MW, as compared to the Poplar, Bloodvein and Manigotagon Rivers,

which have total potential capacities of

11

,66, and 10 MW, respectively.

Even though it has already been demonstrated that further research is
required for site selection, one may devise important conclusions and
recommendations at this time. However, the site's characteristics greatly
influence the economic feasibility of small hydro, leading the importance of

completing an economic analysís for small hydro.
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7.
7.1

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

lntroduction

To assess the economic success of a small hydro project in Manitoba,
various steps were required. Firstly, it was necessary to identify the factors
which influence the cost of a small hydro site. Secondly, it was necessary to
identify the economic parameters which dictate the criteria to determine if a small
hydro site may be considered economically feasible. There exist various
methodologies which may be used to extract a variety of information relating to

the economics of a small hydro project. Thirdly, identifying and understanding
tools, such as computer programs, aids in the economic analysis of a small hydro
site.

7.2

Cost lnfluencing Factors
First, it must be stated that the analysis of a small hydro sites is very site

specific. Location and site conditions determine 75% of the development cost
while manufacturing the electromechanical equipment contributes the smaller
portion of normally fixed cosl,25o/o, [45]. Generally, however, high head is less
costly than low head, [25], Í431. This statement is with respect to small hydro and
is illustrated in Figure 7.1
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Cc.l Gikve)

Figure 7.1 : Costs [25]

This is because high head requires less water for a given power output
and therefore requires small, less costly mechanical equipment. Other
influential factors are:

.

Load centre characteristics

o

Electricity demand

o

Transmissiondistance

Capital costs

o

Costs required to complete project

Operation and maintenance costs

o

Most small hydro plants can not support a full time operator.

Therefore, it is appropriate to automate much of the operation,
including screen-cleaning systems.
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.

Payback period

o

Life span of project

- A small hydro development

from conception

to final commissioning will usually take 2 to 5 years. The useful life
of a hydro plant may be much greater than 50 years [45].

.

o

planning

o

Engineering

o

Transport

o

Tools

Civil engineering costs

o

Creating pondage

o

Conveying water (pipeline)

o

Powerhouse building

civil engineering costs may vary greatly as demonstrated in Table

7.1

.

Table 7.1: Cost Contributions with Varying Civil Features Costs
Adapted form [23]
Cost Component

Civil Feature
Turbine & Generator
Accessory Electrical
Equipment
Misc. Power Plant
Equipment
Engineerinq & Leqal
lnterest during
Construction

Contribution for
Minimal Civil
Features
15%
39%

Contribution for
Maximum Civil
Features
45%

11o/o

4%

5%

3%

20%

20%

10%

10%

1B%

o)

As confirmed, civil engineering cost may vary greatly and is an influential
component of small hydro costs. Now that the cost components of a small hydro
project are known one must identify methodologies for extracting and processing
information.

7.3

Economic Analysis

To complete the economic analysis of a small hydro project, one must
determine an appropriate technique, and select parameters and requirements to
indicate the feasibility of a project.

7.3.1 Analysis Techniques
A variety of information may be collected to examine small hydro

feasibility. ln collecting information, one must determine the detail of
information desired. For example, present day costs should be

considered, but a more comprehensive analysis would consider future
costs such as fuel costs, and energy demands, [49]. Determining the

value of energy involves assumptions and calculations, and results in
value comparisons, (Section7.3.2). This leads to selecting acceptable
costs and their amounts to determine feasibility.
A case study entitled "Appraising renewable energy developments
in remote communities: the case of the North Assynt Estate, Scotland,"
[20], suggests consulting visitors and community residents to analyze their

support of proposed renewable energy projects. Two appraisal
techniques, a local economic impact study and a contingent valuation
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study were used to evaluate three renewable energy options including a
three-turbine wind farm, a small-scale hydro scheme and biomass
development for the remote community located in North West Scofland.

The local economic impact study consisted of a questionnaire
aimed at the area's visitors to asses their perception of benefits, costs and

effects resulting from the implementation of the renewable energy

projects. Tourism was considered an impoñant part of the local economy
with the potential for growth. lt was deemed important to consider tourists'
reactions to the projects because renewable energy projects such as
hydro and wind may change the landscape of an area and thereby affect
tourism.
The contingent valuation questioned local residents to assess their
willingness to pay for environmental improvement, or willingness to accept
compensation, [20], for "a deterioration in environmental provision, or to

forgo an improvement in environmental quality." ln particular, if a resident
was supportive of a technology, they were asked if they would contribute
funds towards the project, and if so how much. rf a resident was un-

supporlive of a technology option, they were asked if compensation in the
form of reducing electricity bills or creating local employment would
improve their opinion of the option, and if so, the amount of compensation
required.
The case study's results demonstrated the public's familiarity with
the technology options, important considerations, such as precise project
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locatíon, and the advantages and disadvantage of such evaluation

techniques in particular reference to their application for remote

communities. A survey provides an appropriate alternative to public
meetings; however, survey respondents must receive sufficient
information to complete the survey. Both residents and visitors indicated

that the most acceptable renewable energy option for the North Assynt
Estate, Scotland, is small-hydro.
Other analysis techniques include a comparison study; perhaps
compare small hydro, with diesel and utility energy costs, [49].
Comparisons should be made using annual rather than capital costs,
[29 p.61]. ln addition to considering costs, benefits and risks may also be
compared.

Computer programs, either commercial or government may be
available to assist in the analysis. For example, the micro-computer
program "SHYDRO", described at the conference "Water Power 'g1. A
New View of Hydro Resources,"

1521,

was prepared for the government of

Canada and available in the public domain. Currently, one may access

analysis software from the RETScreen lnternational Renewable Energy
Decision Support Centre, (Section 7.4). The centre's contributors include
the Canadian government as well as international paftners.

7.3.2 Decision lndicators
The following lists possible parameters used to asses the economic

feasibility of a small hydro project and provide a comparison between
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potential projects whether they are small hydro or employ other energy
sources.

.

lnstalled cost
lnstalled cost may be presented in terms of dollars per

kilowatt-hour. Table 7.2 presents exampres of installed costs.

Table 7.2: lnstalled Costs, Adapted from [43]
lnstalled Cost
$US/KW

kW lnstalled

kW installed > 500 kW
(500 - 2000 kw)
kW installed < 500 kW

$2500 - $3000/kw
$1000 -

$to 000/kW

As demonstrated in Table 7.2, installed costs vary greafly
with the quantity of power installed. For small hydro projects, the
installation cost may become very expensive, but may be reduced
by using local technology and skill.

.

Annual Cost
The annual cost of a project considers interest, depreciation,
operation and maintenance, taxes and insurance, and water rights.

The interest rate varies with the economy and its method for
determination depends on the borrower as well as the project's

depreciation. Depreciation must be distinguished from
amodisation. Depreciation represents the decrease in a project,s

value. These annual allowances may be used to replace the
existing project with a new project. Annual payments for
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amortisation represent the reduction of debt required to finance the

project. However, for a water resources project, either amortisation
or depreciation, but not both should be considered [2g p.6a]. The

solution is to employ depreciation payments which consider the
useful life of a project, usually 50 years. Annual costs and annual
benefits may be constant for each year of the project, or vary

throughout the project's life.
Benefits

Terms used to describe the benefits of a project include a
benefit-cost ratio, net benefits, and a rate of return. A benefit-cost
ratio of less than 1.0 indicates the project would be unjustifiable for

implementation. Net benefits are calculated by summing all
benefits and subtracting all costs. The rate of return is defined as

the interest rate required for all costs to equal ail benefits.
Various classifications may used to measure benefits.
Benefits may be identified as either direct or indirect benefits.
Direct benefits occur as a direct result of the project, while indirect
benefits occur subsequently. Examples of direct benefits include

electricity production and flood control. Benefits occurring from
those able to purchase products because they received direct
benefits are considered indirect benefits. Benefits that may be
measured in dollars are considered tangible. lntangible benefits,
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such as environmental quality improvement, cannot be measured in
a monetary value easily.

7.4

Economic Analysis Tools

- RETScreen lnternational

The RETScreen lnternational Renewable Energy Decision Support Centre
provides tools for the technical and financial analysis of renewable energy

systems. The RETScreen lnternational Renewable Energy Project Analysis
software is used by a large number of people worldwide with varying
backgrounds. The software is provided free-of-charge via the internet with an
online user manual as well as product, cost, and weather databases. Eight
project models are currently available, including:

.

Wind Energy

.

Small Hydro

.

Photovoltaics

.

Solar Air Heating

.

Biomass Heating

.

Solar Water Heating

.

Passive Solar Heating

.

Ground-Source Heat Pumps
"The RETScreen lnternational Small Hydro Project Model can be used

worldwide to easily evaluate the energy production, life-cycle costs and green
house gas emission reduction for central-grid and isolated-grid connected small
hydro projects, ranging in size from multi-turbine small and mini hydro
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installations to single-turbine micro hydro systems [451." The modelworks well

for evaluating run-of-the-river projects, however, hydro projects with storage can
be analysed as well provided various assumptions, (requires average value for

gross head, but head does vary with reservoir levels), are made. one other
important assumption is no variation in energy demand for isolated-grid
applications in isolated areas. However, one can make adjustments to account
for variations in the amount of delivered renewable energy.
The RETScreen Small Hydro Project Mode operates from a Microsoft
Excel workbook file, consisting of six worksheets. There are four main

worksheets and two sub-worksheets:

.

Energy Model

o

Hydrology and Load

o

Equipment Data

.

Cost Analysis

.

Greenhouse Gas Analysis

.

Financial Summary

The worksheets are intended to be completed in the above stated order. A

complete list of all required inputs is located in Appendix D. Appendix E contains
a complete description of the program.

A RETScreen analysis was completed for the small hydro site Robinson
Lake located on the upper Hayes River in Manitoba. This site was selected
because a study completed by consulting engineers KGS Group [24] provided
particulars regarding the site and plant layout, as well as a comparison for the

oo

RETScreen analysis. The values determined by KGS and RETScreen cannot be
compared to those of Table 6.1. Table 6.1 displays values which dictate the
available energy for a site, not parameters which apply for extracting the energy
in the most suitable manner. The KGS study did not include transmission costs,

and so the RETScreen analysis was completed in a likewise manner.

lnformation obtained from the KGS study included:

.

Gross head = 20.0 m

.

Design flow = 24 m3ls

.

Small reservoir available, therefore assumed no tailwater effect

.

Flow duration curve

.

One double regulated Kaplan S turbine

.

One 5 km access road

.

200 m canal

.

180 m penstock

.

20o/o

contingency for cost estimates

The RETScreen Energy Model determined the plant had firm capacity and
annual energy production values of 3.997 MW and 22 800 MWh, respectively,

which is consistent with the KGS values of 4 MW and 22 800 MWh. The flow
duration curve used in the RETScreen analysis was derived using a weighted
average of the summer and winter flow duration curves for the proposed site, as

presented in the KGS study. The weighting coefficients were determined based
on an annual energy production of 22 800 MWh with wtnter and summer energy
productions of 9 1 10 MWh and 1 3 670 MWh, respectively. As transmission costs
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were not considered ¡n the analysis, the grid type was selected as a central grid.
Fufthermore, the adjustment factors for transmission costs were set to zero.
However, the transmission line length was included for informational purposes,

estimated using a Manitoba Hydro map, [34]. The KGS study excluded costs for
interest during construction, however an interest rate of 6% was considered for

the RETScreen analysis. The project cost determined by the KGS study was
$16 490 000 in 1993 dollars. RETScreen estimated initial costs as $18 778 860
in 2000 dollars.

RETScreen's financial analysis extended farther than the KGS study to
include annual costs thereby determining the year-to-positive cash flow and a net
present value. All financial parameters were determined based on RETScreen's

suggested ranges. A very influentialfactor affecting a project's economic
success is the parameter RETScreen refers to as "avoided cost of energy," which
is entered as a $/kwh

value. "This value typically represents either the

"average" or the "marginal" unit cost of energy for the base case electricity

system and is directly related to the cost of fuel for the base case electricity
system" [a5]. As mentioned in Chapter 6, an IPP may receive $0.0S84/kWh for
electricity sold to the central grid or as much as $0.20lkWh for an isolated diesel
grid [45]. As identified in Table 6.3, Robinson Falls could potentially replace
diesel generation. Robinson Lake may not be the most appropriate site to
replace diesel generation, however, sínce diesel generation does exist in
Manitoba, two RETScreen analyzes with differing avoided cost of energies were
completed for demonstration purposes. Appendix F contains the complete
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RETScreen Analysis for Robinson Lake with a value of $0.1O/kwh for cost of
avoided energy. A net present value and year-to-positive cash flow of
$1 1 994

827 and 10.3 year, respectively were determined. However, since one

could potentially receive $0.2Olkwh when replacing diesel generation, a second
financial summary was completed with a cost of avoided energy of $0.20lkwh,
producing a net present value and year-to-positive cash flow of $45 739 21g and
2.2 year, respectively. The second financial summary is presented in
Appendix G, and demonstrates that depending on the price received for the
energy produced by a small hydro plant, the project can be consídered extremely
feasible in an economic sense. With respect to the communities of Brochet, Lac
Brochet and Tadoule Lake, upon further research it may be demonstrated that

the price received for energy provided to communities served by diesel
generation will compensate for extra transmission and road access costs.

The RETScreen program requires many inputs thereby demonstrating to
the user items necessary to consider for a renewable energy project. With
straightforward program access and a user-friendly inter-face, the RETScreen
Small Hydro analysis software can provide a useful and educational tool for an
informed user and decision maker.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS

Although further research is required, small hydro does have the potential

to be feasible in Manitoba. Preliminary conclusions regarding turbine
technologies, flow management, site selection and economics are presented at
this time.

An important identifying component of small hydro is the turbine to be

utilized. Conventional technologies can be applied for small hydro. A reaction
turbine would be more applicable than an impulse turbine because reaction
turbines depend more on kinetic energy and less on potential energy than
impulse turbines. Small hydro is based on harnessing the kinetic energy of a
river and therefore, a Kaplan or Bulb turbine could be adapted. Non-

conventional kinetic turbines are most suitable; however these technologies are
still developing. Current tidal turbine designs are not appropriate for high flow

rivers. The UEK turbines have the most potential to be appropriate, however,
further testing and development is required. The UEK design is not yet
applicable for river flow greater than 3 m/s. The best application for small hydro
ín Manitoba is a scenario with no head and high velocity. Unfortunately, a turbine

which meets this criterion is not available at this time.
The second identifying feature of small hydro is its structures and flow
management practices. Of the civil structures discussed, several are appropriate
or required for the installation of a small hydro plant in Manitoba. Weirs and
intakes have great potential for flow management and measurement, and may or
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may not be required. A channel and penstock will be required for a small hydro
plant; however, a stilling basin, spillway and forebay are not necessary. Two
methods for increasing the river flow velocity for the purpose of increasing power
output are to constrict the flow area or to create head. For the case of
constricting the flow area, caution must be observed so as not to influence the
flow upstream of the hydro plant. Fuñher cautionary steps can be completed at
the design stage for the implementation of a small hydro plant in Manitoba to

ensure complete environmental compatibility, relating in particular to fish survival
and pollution control.

To consider implementing a technology one must identify its location. This
is very true for small hydro because any plant layout ís very site specific. There

are various characteristics which make a small hydro site appropriate for further

development. The most important factors are the site,s potential output,
transmission, and the load centre. For small hydro the site's output would most
likely be dictated by the river's flow rate, because flow determines kinetic energy,

which, is the major contributor to power output for small hydro. Transmission
and the load centre will greatly aflect costs and benefits, and the value of energy,

especially if the load centre is currently served by a more costly energy source.

A listing of undeveloped conventional small hydro sites in Manitoba was
compiled, which determined two categories of potential small hydro sites, which
should be considered separately. Firstly, there exist undeveloped small hydro
sites in northern Manitoba which could provide energy for remote communities
currently served by costly diesel generation. However, the access in terms of
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transmission and road access are difficult for these sites. Therefore, a second
category of sites to consider are located in more southerly Manitoba locations
with improved access. Specific sites of interest include three sites or groups of
sites:

.

.

Hayes or Gods Rivers

o

Serve Shamattawa community

o

Replace costly diesel generation

Berens River

o
.

Five sites east of Lake Winnipeg with 152 MW potential capacity

Whitewood Falls

o

site located northeast of Lake winnipeg with relatively high
potential output of 10 MW

Further decisions and information are required for one specific small hydro site to
be selected for serious consideration. More information is required to assess

which of the identified conventional small hydro sites may be adapted for nonconventional small hydro. Further research may also indicate additional small
hydro sites unsuitable for conventional hydro, but appropriate for nonconventional small hydro.
The final feasibility indicator for imprementing small hydro is the

economics involved. A specific site must be selected, and its annual and
installed costs must be determined. Economic analysis techniques appropriate
for small hydro include.

.

Obtaining input from the community afiected
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.

Determining and comparing costs and benefits

o

use of annual costs to compare with other potential renewable
technologies

o

Compare with current technology in use, especially for communities
served by diesel generation

.

Learn and employ software to assist in analysis

o

RETScreen lnternational's Small Hydro Project Model is valuable

Once a site is selected further analysis may be commenced.
For a comprehensive economic analysis of a small hydro project, various

analyses should be employed to asses community support, costs, benefits, and

peform appropriate comparisons between other energy technologies. For the
case of replacing high cost diesel generation, the project will most likely be
considered an economically successful endeavour. Much of the information
required is very site specific. A program, such as RETScreen lnternational's
Small Hydro Model, can be useful, but still requires research and information
regarding the project. The user of such a program must be well-informed
regardíng the program's limitations and calculation abilities, to use the program

and make informed decisions.
While the information acquired regarding small hydro as it applies to

Manitoba is very preliminary, it does demonstrate the potentialfeasibility of
introducing small hydro to Manitoba.
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9.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Further research is required to continue assessing the feasibility of small
hydro in Manitoba. lt is recommended to select one undeveloped small hydro

site in Manitoba and then perform a more site-specific feasibility analysis.
It is recommended the analysis for site selection be performed with current
and accurate resources to confirm the existence of all undeveloped conventional

and non-conventional small hydro locations in Manitoba. ln addition any
identified small hydro sites will most likely be in a remote location, and therefore

transmission will be an important consideration to fully asses the feasibility of the

site. lt is recommended to conduct research regarding the transmission aspects
of implementing a small hydro site, which includes the identification of existing
and future transmission lines in Manitoba. The purpose of a small hydro site

which replaces diesel generation, diflers from that in a less remote location.
Therefore, it is unreasonable to compare sites with differing purposes, and it is
suggested the feasibility of each site be determined based on its own merits as
well as established criteria.
Once a site is selected, it may then be decided if a conventional turbine is

applicable, or if a non-conventional turbine must be developed for the site. ln the
case of a no-head, high flow application, further turbine design, development or

adaptation is required. lt is recommended to maintain information regarding nonconventional small hydro as current as possible, as development with kinetic
turbines, especially UEK and MCT, continues. Furthermore, environmental
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considerations and acceptable flow management practices should be considered
during the design phase.

Since the purpose of introducing a new renewable energy technology is to
provide consumers or a load centre with energy, it is recommended that once a
site is selected, the affected community should be contacted. The community
may be inclined to make a valuable contribution to the project. Determining more
details relating to specific costs will also aid in the completion of a detailed
feasibility study. A program such as RETScreen will be a valuable toolfor
completing a detailed economic analysis.
The completion of a site-specific detailed small hydro feasibility study will
be an important asset in foreseeing the future of Manitoba's energy sources.
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turbines as a function of discharge and net head.
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Company web page explains features of crossflow turbine.
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Company web page explains features of Francis turbine.
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Company web page explains feaiures of pelton turbine.
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WKV. "The WKV Turgo Turbine." Accessed January 14,2003.
<http ://www.wkv_ag. com/eng lish/prod ukte/turgo/tu rgo0 1
_e. htm>

Company web page explains features of the Turgo turbine.

Wood, Janet. "Action Plan." lnternationalWater Power & Dam Construction,
v 50, n 4, April, 1998, p 26 - 27.
"World Bank representative met renewable energy providers recently, to
discuss the role of rural energy in the Bank's poverty-alleviation and
environmental programmes. Janet Wood finds a place for mini and micro
hydro in the programme."

wood, Janet. "ls there anyone there?" lnternational water power & Dam
Construction, v 50, n B, August 1998, p 32.

Article discusses the remote operation small hydro plants and the
economics of automation.
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APPENDIX A

Propellers and Wind Turbines: Actuator Disk Theory
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All material is reproduced from [21].

Propellers and Wind turbines: Actuator Disk Theory
Propellers and Wind turbines:
Propellers generate thrust by accelerating the fluid through the rotor.
Wind (and tidal stream) turbines generate power by converting kinetic energy of the
fluid flow into rotation of the rotor.
They have no casing to guíde the fluid through the machine
They cannot maintain a pressure drop between upstream and downstream of the machine.

Simple wind mill designs may have flat rotor blades which act like deflector plates.
The torque on the rotor is given by how much the air stream is deflected Oy ine
blades. The realefflciency is much reduced because one cannot have idealflow
conditions across a moving deflector blades if it ís to do work (use the velocity
triangles: because the entry angle
and the exit angle of the blade are
prooeller
Propeller
WinrJ turbine
frrrhine
Wind
the same, we cannot do the.work
gradually along the blade.
Rotor blades are generally shaped
like areofoils - they generate a lift
force perpendicular to the fluid flow
along the blade (remember that the
blade is moving at the same time).
Propellers want to generate forward
thrust while wind turbines want to
generate torque.

Actuator disk theory: Principle
To get a good idea what one might get out at best, one can simplify the problem
greatly. lnstead of looking at the detailed flow through the turbine, we can treat the
turbine itself as a black box and only look at íts effect on the nearby fluid stream. One
simplification ís to regard the black box as a very thin dísk just enclosing the rotor, the

actuator disk. we can then define a control volume which encloses some fluid
upstream of the rotor, the actuator disk, and some downstream fluid. Because the

only object wíthin that control volume is the actuator disk, we can use Bernoulli's

equation everywhere, except across the disk. But the disk is the only thing which can
affect the flow, so it is the only thing where a force can be exerted.

Actuator dÍsk Control Volume
The control volume wants to enclose the
actuator disk completely but not look at the
fluid flowing past it. We also want to use
streamlines as the side boundaries so that
we know that there Ís no fluid leaving the
control volume through sides and that we
can use Bernoulli's equation along the side.
The streamline which just touches the edge
of the disk ís called the s/þsfream. Also,
we need to extend the control volurne to far
enough away from the disk so that we look
at simple, unperturbed flow:

3

Ay

1/1

Pt

U2

t\

Pz

hPq

u4
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Equations
Pressure far upstream and downstream is unaffected: p¿
_0
=
Mass flow through control volume: rh = p.4.,u, pAzuz pA#t
=
=
= pA¿u¿
The disk is very thín: A, =
= A , where,A is the swept area of the rotor.
By continuity, A¿t, =.,4.1tr: u, =u,

pt

A,

The force on the disk by the flow is the pressure dífference
across the disk:
Bernoulli before disk: p,

=ip|i -ui)

Bernoulli after disk: p, = p(ul
*
- "rr)
lnserting pressures gives force: n
=; p,e(( _ ui)
Force on disk is arso the net change ín the momentum
frow rate:
with Momentum flow rate into C.V.: J,, = ri1u,
Momentum flow rate out of C.V.: J",, rituo

F=(pr-pr)À

F=tù(u,-uo)

=

Equating both forces, using
þf - ri)= (u, _ uo\u, + uo) , andre_ananging
gives ø, = rt(u,+un)
Power transmitted by disk: p = Fuz = p¿QÍ _riþ,

i

Using U = ut and, =

î,

p = Fuz = peú
¡

+ u^)

(t

-

f

Xt +

I) = ! paur (t + Z _ f

_

I,)

Wind turbine
The flow of kinetic energy by the wind through an

tl

o

areaAis {-,=ipAUt

I

o.sl

i

t. '

The efficiency of a stationary actuator disk is

osl
I
I

therefore: q = + = ¡(t+
y - Z, 2
' P.

ft)

tr

I

orl

'l

nrl
I

qriI
I

Propeller

0

lf we consider a propeller, the power conversion
between actuator disk and fluid is given by the
force and the fluid velocity through the disk, z,
but the useful power is that which is related to
the actual speed of the aircraft, which is U, but
the force is obviously stíll the same. So the useful
output is \u, = pg =lpAUt0Zr).

0
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'{./u
p¡t*ftdy
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The efficiency is ry=
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APPENDIX B

Minimum Channel Width Requirement Calculation
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Calculation of Maximum Width Constriction, and Associated Velocity
(ie abrupt change in channel width)
(Minimum W¡dth Required for Upstream Flow to Remain Unaffected)
Top View:

lnputs:

Outputs:

bt =
yr=
zj =
Zz=

32000
1000
15
0'00
-5.00

=
bz=
Vr =
Vz =

13.38
115.22
2.13
20.76

=

32.2

O

Yz

Constant:
Assumptions:
Calculations:

.r'
+
Cross Section:

g

1. Rectangular

channel

ft
ft
ft

fUs
fUs

fus2

2. Et = E, + (22

Vr

=

2.13

fUs

Er

=

15.07

ft

Ez = E.¡n

=

20.07

ft

=

(g*y"3)1/2

=

yz

ft

ft2ls

q2

900 cms
300 m
4.57 m
0.00 m
-1 .52 m

= 4.08 m
bz= 35.12 m
Vr = 0.65 m/s
Vz= 6.33 m/s

ft

32.00

=

O

ft

=

= Y'= (213)E^6

br=
yt =
21 =
zz=

cfs

Çr

Yz

Side View:

13

38

ft

277

.74

ft2ls

bz=

115.22

ft

Vz=

20.76

fUs

-z)
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APPENDIX C

Velocity Resulting from Constricting Channel Calculation
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Galculation of Flow Velocity Following Constriction
(abrupt change in channel width, bz > b2 calculated in Appendix B)

Top View:

lnputs:

O

Cross Section:

- 32000 cfs =

br=
bz=
Yt=
Z2=

1000 ft

cms

300

Outputs:

m

1.

g-

32.2

=

Constant:

Rectangular channel

9t=

32.00

ftzls

Vr=

2.13

fUs

L1 -

15.07

ft

yr'-Eryrt*qrzlzg
Yz"

y2 = 17.85

fUs =
fVs =
ft =

Vr

2.13

Vz = 11.95

150 ft= 45m
15 ft= 4.5 m
0.00 ft = 0.00 m
-5.00 ft = -1.52 m

Assumptions:
Calculations:

=

900

Side View:

- 20.07 *yr' *

0.65

m/s

3.64

m/s

5.44

m

ftls2

2. Et = E, + (22 -21)

9z= 213.33

Ez

= 20.07

706.69 =

0.00

44.76

s1/2

-

6.69

R-

53.90

Y

-

1.39

Yz=

-5.28

lYt-yz'l=

20.28

Yz=

17.85

l:yt-yz"l=

2.85

Yz=

7.50

lYt-Yz"'l=

7.50

17.85

ft

ft

-0

S-

Yz=

ftzls

Vz= 11.95

fUs
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APPENDIX D

RETScreen Small Hydro: program lnputs
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RETScreen Analysis lnputs
Summary:
There are 4 main worksheets:
Energy Model
Cost Analysis
Greenhouse Gas Analysis
Financial Summary
The Energy Model worksheet requires 2 sub-worksheets:
Hydrology & Load
Equlpment Data

Worksheet 1: Energy Model
Site Characteristics:
Gross head [m]
Maximum tailwater effect [m]
Complete Hydrology & Load Sheet
System Characteristics:
Design flow [m3/s]
Maximum hydraulic losses [%]
Generator efficiency [%]
Transfer losses [%]
Parasitic electricity losses [%]
Annual downtime losses [%]
Complete Equipment Data Sheet
Annual Energy Production:
Available flow adjustment factor þl

Worksheet 1a: Hydrology & Load
Hydrology Analysis.
Project type --t run-of-river or reservoir
Hydrology method --> specific run-off or user-defined
For user-defined:
Residual flow ¡m3/sl
Percent time firm flow available
Flow duration curve
For specific run-off:
Drainage area above site [km2]
Specific run-off ¡m3/s/km2¡, (from map)
Residual flow [m3/s]
FDC type/proxy gauge # [-], (from weather data base)
Percent time firm flow available
Load Characterlstics:
Grid type --> central-grid or isolated grid
For isolated-grid:
Load duration curye --> typical or user-defined
For typical:
Grid peak load [kW]
For user-defined:
Load duration curve data, (kW vs %)
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Worksheet 1b: Equipment Data
Small Hydro Turbine Characteristics:
Turbine type --t Kaplan, Francis, Propeller, Pelton, Turgo,
Cross-flow or Other
For Other:
Turbine efficiency curve
Turbine efficiency curve data source --> standard or user-defined
For user-defined:
Turbine eff iciency curve
Number of turblnes [turbine]
Turbine manufacture/design coefficient þl
Efficiency adjustment [%]

Worksheet 2: Cost Analysis
Costing Method --> Formula or Detailed

Formula Costing Method:
lnput Parameters:
Project country --> Canada or Enter Name
For Enter Name:
Local vs. Canadian equipment costs ratio [-]
Local vs. Canadian fuel costs ratio [-]
Local vs. Canadían labour costs ratio [-]
Equipment manufacture cost coefficient [-]
Exchange rate [g/CADj
Cold climate? --> yes or no
For yes:
Frost days at site [-], (see map/visit NASA satellite data)
Project classification: Selected Classification --> micro, mini, or small
Existing dam? --> yes or no
For No:
New dam crest length [m]
Rock at dam site? --> yes or no
lntake and miscellaneous losses [%]
Access road required? --> yes or no
For Yes:
Length [km]
Tote road only? --> yes or no
Difficulty of terrain [-]
Tunnel required? --> yes or no
For Yes:
Length [m]
Allowable tunnel headloss factor [%]
Percent length of tunnel that is Iined [%]
Tunnel excavation method [-] -> Hand-built or Mechanized
Canal required? --> yes or no
For Yes:
Length in rock [m]
ïerrain side slope in rock (average) [degrees]
Length in impervious soil [m]
ferrain side slope in soil (average) [degress]
Penstock required? --> yes or no
For Yes:
Length [m]
Number of identical penstocks lpenstock]
Allowable penstock headloss factor
Distance to borrow pits [km]
Transmission line
Length [km]
Difficulty of terrain [-]
Voltage [kV]
lnterest rate I%1
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lnitial Costs (Formula Method):
Enter Adjustment Factors for:
Feasibility Study

Development
Engineering
Renewable Energy (RE) Equipment
Balance of Plant:
Access road
Transmission line
Substation and trasformer
Penstock
Canal
Tunnel
Civilworks (other)
Miscellaneous
Enter Amount lgj for:
Development:
Land rights
Enter cost --> cost or credit, and cost (local currency) t$l for Miscellaneous:

Other
Credit

lnitial Costs (Credits) <-- Detailed Costing Method:
Feasibility Study:
Enter Quantity and Unit Cost for:
Site lnvestigation
Hydrologic assessment
Environmental assessment
Preliminary design
Detailed cost estimate
Report preparation
Project management
Travel and accomodation

Development:
Enter Quantity and Unit Cost for:
PPA negotiation
Permits and approvals
Land right
Land survey
Project financing
Legal and accounting

Project managemtn
Travel and accomodation
Engineering:

Enter Quantity and Unit Cost for:
Design and tender documents
Contraciing
Construction supervision
Renewable Energy (RE) Equipment:
Enter Quantity for:

Equipment instailation [%]
Transportation [%]
Enter Unit Cost for:
Trubine/generators, controls [g]
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Balance of Plant:
Enter Quantity and Unit Cost for:
Access road
Clearing
Earth excavsation
Rock excavation
Concrete dam
Timber crib dam
Earthfill dam
Spillway
Canal

lniake
Tunnel

Pipeline/penstock
Powerhouse civil
Fishway

Transmission line and substation
Enter Quantity [%] for:
Dewatering

Transportation
Miscellaneous:
Enter Quantity and Unit Cost for:

Special equipment

ïraining
E

n

te

r

Q u¿

n

tr:u.,tl¡Lt:i"

*

o

""
lnterest during construction
Contingencies
Annual Costs (Credits):

o&M:
Enter Quantity for:
Property taxes [%]
lnsurance premiums [%]
Transmission line maintenance [%]
Spare parts [%]

O&Mlabour[p-yr]
Travel and accommodation [p{rip]
General and administrative [%]
Contingencies [%]
Enter Unit Cost [$]for:
Land lease

Water rental
O & M labour
Travel and accommodation
Periodic Costs (Credits):
Turbine overhaul:
cost or credit
period [yr]
unit cost [g]
End of project life.
cost or credit
unit cost [$]
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Worksheet 3: Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission Reduction Analysis
Use GHG Analysis Sheet? --> yes or no

Type of Analysis? --> slandard or custom
Standard Analysis:
Basecase Electricity System (Reference):
Fuel type --> coal, natural gas, nuclear, large hydro, #6 oil, diesel (#2 oil),
geothermal, b¡omass, small hydro, wind, solar, or propane
Fuel mix [%]

T&Dlosses[%]
Proposed Case Electricity System (Mitigation):
Small hydro:

T&Dtosses[%]
Custom Analysis:
Basecase Electricity System (Reference):
For each fuel type, (select from standard choices), enter:
Fuet mix [%]
CO2 emission factor [kg/GJ]
CH4 emission factor [kg/GJI
N2O emission factor [kg/GJ]

Fuel conversion efficiency [%]

T&Dlosses[%]

Proposed Case Electricity System (Mitigation):
Small hydro:

C02 emission factor [kg/GJ]
CHo emission factor [kg/GJ]
N2O emission factor [kg/GJ]

Fuel conversion efficiency [%]

T&Dtosses[%]
Worksheet 4: Financial Summary

Financial Parameters:
Avoided cost of energy [$/kwh]
RE production credit lg/kwhl
GHG emission reduction credit [g/tco2]
Avoided cost of excess energy [g/kwh]
Avoided cost of capacity [$/kw-y4
Energy cost excalat¡on rale [%]
lnflation [%]
Discount rate [%]
Project life [yr]
Debt rat¡o [o/o]
Debt interest rate [%]
Debt term [yr]
lncome tax analysis? --> yes or no
For Yes:

Effective income tax rate [%]
Loss carryforward? --> yes or no
Depreciation method --> None, Decl¡ning balance or Straight_line
For Declining balance or Straight-line:
Depreciation tax basis [%]
For Declining balance;
Depreciation rate [%]
For Stra¡ght-f ine:
Depreciation per¡od [yr]
Tax holiday available? --> yes or no
For Yes:

Tax hol¡day duration [yr]
Project Costs and Savings:
lncentives/Grants Ig]
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RETScreen Small Hydro: Program Description
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The RETScreen Small Hydro Project Mode operates from a Microsoft
Excel workbook file, consisting of six worksheets. There are four main

worksheets and two sub-worksheets:

.

Energy Model

o

Hydrology and Load

o

Equipment Data

r

Cost Analysis

.

Greenhouse Gas Analysis

.

Financial Summary

The worksheets are intended to be completed in the above stated order. A

complete list of all required inputs is located in Appendix D. The Model uses a
colour coding system for its cells:

.

White indicates output calculated by the model.

.

Yellow indicates user input required to run the model.

.

Blue indicates user input required to run the model, but the input may be
selected from an online database.

.

Grey indicates user input for reference purposes only, not required to run

the model.
Each worksheet consists of various sections requiring input and decisions for

approach methodology.
The Energy Model worksheet consists of three sections:

.

Site Conditions

o

Requires the completion of the Hydrology and Load worksheet:
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.

Hydrology Analysis

.

Select either run-of-the-river or storage project

.

Select hydrology method

o

Flow duration-curve, (flow measured in
m3/sec versus percent time flow equalled or

exceeded, %)

'

.

¡

Central or isolated grid

o

Enter load-duration curve for isolated grid type

SystemCharacteristics

o

Requires the completion of the Equipment Data worksheet

.
o

Load Characteristics

Small Hydro Turbine Characteristics

Annual Energy Production

o

Final result: annual energy production in terms of mega-watthours

To complete the cost analysis, the user must choose between the
"Formula" and the "Detailed" costing methods. The "Formula" costing method
uses empirical data to provide a project cost estimate. The user must input
quantities and unit costs to use the "Detailed" costing method. When using the
"Detailed" costing method, one should compare its results to that of the "Formula"
costing method. Both methods consider initial, annual, and periodic costs.

The Greenhouse Gas Analysis worksheet is optional, as it is not required
to provide a complete analysis. lf completed, the worksheet determines
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reductions in greenhouse gases through mitigation. The worksheet consists of
the following four sections:

.

Background lnformation

.

Base Case System (Reference)

o

The spreadsheet is setup to select from twelve fuel types: coal,
natural gas, nuclear, large hydro, #6 oil, diesel (#2 oil), geothermal,

biomass (wood), small hydro, wind, solar, propane.

.

Proposed Case System (Mitigation)

.

GHG Emission Reduction Summary
The Financial Summary is the final worksheet to be completed and

contains five sections:

.

Annual Energy Balance

o

Summarises information from the Energy Model, Cost Analysis,
and GHG Analysis worksheets

.

Financial Parameters

o
.

Project Costs and Savings

o
.

.

lnputs required to complete worksheet's calculations

Transfers important information from the Cost Analysis worksheet

FinancialFeasibility

o

Presents results from calculations

o

Results may be considered as financial indicators of project

Yearly Cash Flows
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o

Presents pre-tax, after-tax, and cumulative cash flows for the

duration of the project life
ln addition, the Financial Summary worksheet produces a cumulative cash flows
graph.
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RETScreen Small Hydro Analysis:

Robinson Lake with $ 0.1O/kwh for Avoided Cost of Energy
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RETScreen@ Energy Model - Small Hydro Project

Project name
Project location
Gross head
Max¡mum tailwater effect
Residual flow
Firm flow

Grid type
Design flow
Turbine type
Number of turbines
Turbine peak efficiency
Turbine efficiency at design flow
Maximum hydraulic losses
Generator efficiency
Transformer losses
Parasit¡c electricity losses
Annual downt¡me losses

Small hydro plant capacity
Small hydro plant firm capacity
Available ffow adjustment factor
Small hydro plant capacity factor
Renewable energy delivered

Lake

upper Hayes River

l--ro¡ -----l
f--- o,oo----

m
m

m"/s

0.00

Complete Hvdroloqv & Load sheel

4.60

m3/s

m"/s
turbine

2% to7%

%
/o

93o/o

lo

97o/o

/ô

1o/o

to

ZVo

o/o

1% lo 3%

Io

2Vo

kw
3,997
f MW--l 3.ee7
kw
312
-o/o l----Too-_l
MWh
_l
[-GJ

65%
22,800

7o/.

40% to 95%

B2o7s

Flow-Duration and Power Curves
+AEilable FIow +FlowUsed
+Aøilable

Porer
4,500
4,000

3,500
50.000
3,000
E

40.000

tr

30.000

ìo

B

2,500
2,000

3
o

È

1,500

20.000

1,000
10.000
500
0.000

40

0

50

60

100

Percent Time Flow Equalled or Exceeded (%)

Cosf
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RETScreen@ Hydrology Analysis and Load Calculation - Small Hydro Project

I

Project type

Hydrology Parameters

flow

Residual
Percent time firm flow
Firm

flow

available

Reservoir

o--l
f rooø
I 460

m"/s
%

m"/s

I

90% to 1O0%

|

FIow-Duration Curve Data
Time Flow
Flow-Duration Curve

20%

It-r:
63.00
36.20
31.60
27.20
24.60

25o/o

23.OO

3jo/o

22.00

35%
40%

19.40
18.40
17.40
16.40
15.40
14.70
13.40
12.60
I 1.00
10.00

Oo/o

5%
10To
1

5o/o

45o/o

50%
55%
60%
65%

70%
7 5o/o

B0%
B5%
90o/o

95%
100%

8.40
8.00
6.00
4.60

70 00

60.00

50 00

Ig

4o.oo

ì

Ê

so.oo

20.oo

10.00

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

1oo

Percent Time Flow Equalted or Exceeded (%)
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RETScreen@ Equipment Data - Small Hydro Project

Gross head
Design flow
Turbine type
Turbine efficiency curve data source
Number of turbines
Small hydro turb¡ne manufacturer
Small hydro turbine model
Turbine manufacture/desi gn coefficient
Efficiency adjustment
Turbine peak efficiency
Flow at peak efficiency
Turbine efficiency at design flow

20.0

m

'-,.

See Product Database

turbine
Double Requlated S Tvoe

l---=3--

2.8 to 6.1; Default = 4.5

%lo%l

%
m"/s
%

92.5%
'18.0

92.1%

Turbine Efficiency Curve Data

Flow Turbine Turbines Combined
efficiency running turbine

Efficiency Curve - 1 Turbine(s)

#
0%
5%

10%
15%
20%

0.00
0.00
0.00

1

0.91

1
1

0.42

1

0.64
0.77

35%

0.85

40%
45%
50%
55%
60%
65%
70%

0.89
0.91
0.92

75%

1

1

0.08

30%

25o/o

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
o.42
0.64
0.77
0.85
0.89

0

1
1

1

0.93
0.93
0.93

1

0.92
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.93

1

093

0.93

1

0.93

1

1

0.92

1

0.93

1

0.93

1

80%
85%
90%
95%

0.92

1

1O0o/o

092

1

1

0.93
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.92

0.80

o70
0.60
Ê

'3

o.so

E
U

0.40
0.30

020
0.10

30

40

50

60

70

Percent of Rated Flow (%)

Return to
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RETSCreeno Cost Analysis - Small Hydro Prcject
costíng method:

lTõm0rã

curency:

l-----5-----l

Cost

ref

erence s :

f €---i"

- rO0O ì

Project country
Cold climate?
Frost days at site
Number of turbines
Flw per tûrb¡ne
Approx. turbine runner diameter (per unìt)
Project classifi€tion:
Suggested class¡f¡€tion
Selected class¡f¡€tion
Existing dam?
New dâm qest length
Rock at dam site?
Mryimum hydraulic losses
lntake and miscellaneous losses
Access road required?
Length
Tote road only?
D¡fficulty of lenain
Tunneì required?
Canal requ¡red?
Length in rock
Terrain s¡de slope ¡n rock (average)
Length ¡n impervious so¡l
ferÉin side slope ¡n soil (averêge)
Total canal headloss
Penstock required?
Length
Number of ¡dentical penstocks
Allowable penstock headloss f acto¡
Pipe diameter
AveÉge p¡pe wall th¡ckness
D¡stance to borow pits
Transmission line

10/6

Yes

50
No
3.U
NO

Yes
50
0
15f)

Lenglh
D¡fficulty of terrain
Voltage

Subtotal:
Engineering
Renewable Energy (RE) Equipment

Balanæ of Plant
Access road
Tmnsmission line
Substation and transfomer
Penstock

Canal
Tunnel
Civ¡l works (other)

o&M
Land lease

Property laxes
\Uater renlal
lnsurance premiums

o.o%

12.4/0

0.0% - 0.6%

13.2%

15.50io

O.25V. - 1.00a/"
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RETScreeno Greenhouse Gas (cHG) Emission Reduction Analysis - Small Hydro project
Use GHG analys¡s sheet?

t------%;-l

Type of

anarysisf--5Gñiãã-l

Prcject lnfomation
Project
Projecl

name
location

Global Wam¡ng Potential of GHG
'I ton CHa
lon N2O

Rob¡nson Lake

upper Hayes River

Fuel

m¡x

1

COz

em¡ssion

factor

Fuel type

Fuel

mix

________________ )
ElectriciÇ system
small hvdfo
100.0%

Base case GHG

em¡ssion factor

CHa

emission

=
=

NzO em¡ssion

factor

factor

co2 emission cHa emission N2o

emission

factor
(ks/GJ)

factor
(kq/GJ)

factor
(ks/GJ)

o.o

o.ooo0

o.oooo

21 tons
310 tons

CO2
CO?

(lpCC 1996)
(lpCC 1396)

T&D
losses

Fuel conveEion
etlicie ncy

conveß¡on
etficiency
(%)

Fuel

100.0%

r-

T&D
losses
(%)

8:0"¿ -_l

GHGemission
factor

GHG emission

factor
(tco,/Mwh}
0.ooo

Proposed case GHG
emiss¡on factor

Electricity system
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RETScreeno Financ¡al Summary - Smatl Hydro Project

Projeci namc
Project location
Renewable energy delìvered
Exæss RE âva¡lâble
Fi¡m RE capâdly

Rounson Lâke
upper Hayes Rrver

MWh
MWh
kW

22,800 cHG ânatyss sheet used?
yevno
- Net cHG emission redoctjon
lcolyl
312 Net GHG emission reduction - 35 yrs to,

166.350

229,040
7

293.650
360.237
428,863
499.590
572,181
647.603
725.O24

C€nu

ene¡gy
REprodudioncredit

Avoided cost of

Sttwh f-------õ-.lOO-ó-ì

Debt

S/kWhf----------¡

Oebt
GHG cmission reduclion

cred¡t

f-----------:l

lerm

%

lncome tax

analysis?

yr

804,8r3
2,758,624
2,843,370

yevno

2,930,708
3,020,716
3,1 13.477
3,209,075
3,307,595
3,409,127
3,513,763
3,293.873

gkw.

Avo¡dd cosl of capacity
En€rgy cosl escalâlion

S/fco?

ratio

Debt¡ntcrestråte

rate

%

lnflatron
Discounl rate

"/o

%

ln¡tíal Cosls

study
Deveìopmenl
Engineering
RE equipment
Balance of plant
M¡scellancous
Itr¡t¡at costs . Totat

Annual Costs and Debt

Feas¡bility

561.000 o&M

3.0o/o

1.2%
2.4%
20.7%
53.5%

458,250

Debt

302,859
1 471

3,886.000 Annu¿

16.3% S

100.0vo $

lncenlives/crants

s

782.000

10.037.61 0

3.054,000 Annual Sâv¡hgs or lncome

j0,778,96¡

S [--------l

sav¡ngsfncome
savingslncome

Energy
Capacity

S

2,279,963

S

200.000

End ôf

Simple

Payback

10,u7,412
13.760,890
16,969,965
20,277,560
23,686,687
27 ,200,450
30,494.323

3,732,726

34,727 ,O49

38.074.300
42,039,575
16, t26,481
50.338.733
54,680,160
59.151.707
63.766,410
68,519.549

1,341 ,427
4,471,547
4,611,733
4.753,1 09
4.898.801
5,048,941
5.203,665
5,363,1 t2

9,256.563

73,4f8.350
78,467,291
83,670,956
89,034,068
94,561.494
103.81 8.057

Schedule yr # 20

Schdule vr# 3s

pre{axrRRandRor %

After-tax IRR and

1,852.618
4.695,988
7,626,696

3,847,251
3,965.275
4,086,906
4,212,252

5,527,426

Annual
Period¡c Costs {Credils)
Turbioe ovcrhaul

(5.633
(5,167
(s,2
(4.914.61 8)
(4,584,381
(4,155,51

RO¡

YcaFlo-posiùve cash flow
Nel Present Valuc - NPV
Annual Life Cyc¡e Sâv¡nSs
P.olìlaUlitv lnder - Pl

%
yr

yr
S
S

17-2%
17.2o/o

9.5

10.3

11,994,822
1,135,141

3:liffã""3'å'ri":ä""tr11, }:íl:
project
project

equity

debt
payments
coveraqe

Debt
Debl seNice

S

S
s'/yr
_

5,633.658
13,145,202

f,8Zt,5B1
1 09

2.13
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Small Hydro Project Cumulative Cash Flows
Robinson Lake, upper Ha¡æs River
Yed--to-pos¡tive

c6lìRov.

103 yr

tRRðnd ROt 1Z.Z Ìb

Net Pres€rlt

V¡lue $

11,994,922

2

E
tÊ

U

,¿

õ

=Ê
U

g

A

o

10 11 12

13'4

15 16 17 18 19 21 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 23 30 31

:2 æ 3{

APPENDIX G

RETScreen Small Hydro Analysis:

Robinson Lake with $ 0.20/kwh for Avoided Gost of Energy
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RETScæeno Financial Summary - Small Hydro Project

Prcject

namc
locâlion

Project
Renewable energy
Excess RE
F¡m RE

delivered
avâilable
capacìty

energy
REprductjoncredit
emission reduction

¡¡Wh
MWh
kW

SltW¡

Avo¡ded cost of

cHc

Robinson Lake
upper Hãyes River

S'tWh

credit

cHG analyss sheet used?
Net cHc eñission reductìon
Net cHG em¡ssion reduclion - 35 yß

22,800

312

f------ifdO-ó-l Oe¡t raUo
Debtinteretrâte
[-----------l
oebl lerm

5/r"- f------:l

tncome tax

ênatysìs?

(s.63
2,514,712

yes/no

ørtyt
tco:

20,

2,647 ,853

715,

2,785,O27
2,926.356
3,071,965

2,511,712
2,647,853
2,785,027
2.926,356
3,071.965

3,221,985

3,22r,985

3,376.548
3,535,792
3,699,858
3,868.893
5,91 4,626
6,091,052
6,278,910
6,469,365
6,665,585
6.867,746
7 ,076,027
7 ,290,612

3,376,548
3,535,792
3,699.858
3,868,893

%
%

yî

10
11

yes/no

12
13
14

Avoided cost of câpedty
Energy cost escalâlion rale

Inflation
Discouñl râle

15

S/kw-yr

16
17

%
%

f8

a/o

r,692
7,111,740
7,97 4,129

19
20

7,51

21

Costs
sludy
Developmenl
Enginccring
RE equipment
Balance of planl
Miscellaneous
ln¡t¡âl Cosls -lotaf
lnit¡al

Feas¡bi¡¡ty

tncenlivevcranls

3.0% S
4.2Va S
2.4Vo S
20.7% S
53.5% S
16.3% S
100.0% $

Ánnual Cosls and Debt

561,000 O&M

S

7E2,000

458.250

Debt payments - 10
Annffit CcG -

3,886,000

ñm

yß

S

3O2,gS9

28
29
30

S

3,054.000 Annual Sôv¡ngs or lncome

S f-------:l

sâvings,iincome
savinqsfncomc

Energy
Capacily

S

4.559.926

S
5-

34

200,000

35

t,410.338

1 1,756,069
15 672 065

7,290,612
7,511.692
7,411,740
7.974,129
8.215,896
8,464,980
8.721,601
8,985,988
9,258.375
9.539,004
9,828.121
10,125,991
10.432,869
10,749.032
11,074,758
1 1,410,338

rf,756.069
15,672,065

5,240,289
8.312,255
11,534,240
14,910,788

i8.446,580
22.146,138
26,0r5,33f
31,929,957
38,024,009
44,302.91
50,772,284
57,437,870

I

64,305,6f6
71,381,642
7I.672,254
86,183.946
93,595,686

101.569.8f4
f09,785,7 1 0
1 1 8,250,689
126,972,291
135,958,279
145,216.654
154,755,658
164,583.782
17 4,709,772
185,142,642
195.891.673
206,966,432

218.376,770
230.132,839
215,804,904

Schedule yr # 20

#35

%
%

Simple Payback

YeaÊtGposilive cash flow
Nct Present Valuc - NPV
Añnual Lile Cyclo Savings
lndet - Pl

I,828,124
10,125,991
10.432,869
10,749,032
11,071.758
1

End of Droied lile - C¡edil

Pre.lax IRR ând ROI
After{ax IRR and ROI

31

32

S

-Total
Period¡c Costs (Cred¡ts)
Turb¡ne ovcrhâul

8.215,896
8.164,980
8.72'1.601
8.985.988
9,258,375
9,S39.004

i.B7l.5B1

10.037,610

18,778,860

22
23
24
25
26

5.9f4,626
6,094,052
6,278,S10
6.469,365
6,665,585
6,867 ,7 46
7,076,O27

(3,'118,
(471,093
2,313.934

s
s

Produc(¡on cost?

50.2o/a Calculale cHG reduction cost?

yes/no
yes/no

502%

4.4
2.2

45,739,219
4,328,569

Pro.¡ect equìty
Project debt
Debtpayments
Debl seryice coverãge

S
S
Vyr
-

5,633,655

i3.14S,202
i,B71.Sgl
2.34

8.12
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Small Hydro Proiect Cumulative Cash Flows
Robinson Lake, upper Ha1æs River
Year-to-postive cæh now 22 yr

o
3
o

È
G

(J

o

ft
È

O

o)
.À

IRR and

ROt flì.2 tt

Net

Pres€ntlf¿lue $ 45,7$,219

